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Robert Peters
Ode to a 1961 Teenage Whore
1961 was an odd year for whores. Whores in the
suburbs. Teenage whores who simultaneously attended high
school. Whores without pimps. Whores who weren't paid
in actual currency. Whores who weren't paid at all.
Whores who did it just to do it. Perhaps it was no more
complex than to say it was their nature to put out.
The JD's of the 1950s, the DAed greaser, the
switchbladedjackboot, always had something in the background for biological necessity, but she was a hard-edged
ballbreaker who carried a stiletto in her Bonnie Bell cosmetic bag and maybe an initialed tattoo rode on the top of
one deltoid, yet she wasn't an actual whore; she was more a
piece of property, property of whatever JD owned her at that
particular moment. And woe to the naif punk who poached
on JD quail. The old chain-dance used to splinter young ribs
like the snapping of a Popsicle stick betwixt the middle
fingers.
What happened to the JD's and their tough-littlecookie-bitches, I don't know. It's the equivalent of what
happened to the pterodactyl. There's a half dozen theories,
all of them plausible or implausible at any given moment,
depending on the mood and speculating source. I personally
think it was Gene Vincent's gradual descent into alcoholism,
starting in late '58, that all but eradicated the species through
some lemming-like osmosis by the dawn of the 1960s,
sending the few lone stragglers into permanent grease
monkeyism under the chassis of so many '52 convertibles in
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the innumerable pump stations, oil pits, and body shops that
crisscrossed the suburbs of thirty-seven years ago--at any
rate, where I grew up in the east-central part of the country.
But the 1961 model whore .... For one thing, she
was in between two epochs--the greaser and the freak. (The
Beats were passe by then and the Ivy Leaguer hardly penetrated these climes, if at all.) She was just easy. Nihilistic
and easy. But easy in a remote sort of way. Nihilistic in a
remote sort of way. Hip without malice. Existential without
neurosis. Cheap without pretension. Most of all, however,
she was hot. Very hot to my sub-adolescent mindset.
Take Pam Lymon in 1961. (Yes, anybody could take
Pam Lymon in 1961. "Hey, Lymon, how's your hymen?--If
you ever had one!") Her hair was an inexplicable cellophane-blonde (naturally) yet badly cut, as if the ends had
been chewed or tom off with a pair of pliers, resembling a
discarded dolly, casually ordained to the dumpster. Why, I
don't know. Perhaps she did the damage herself, as, most
likely, the beauticians in town believed she'd collectively
dose them all if she ever entered a shop.
Her eyes were blue--but a peculiar, metallic, translucent blue, like the reflected blue of severed fish scale
beaming off sunlight from the tip of a silver fillet knife. At
repose, the windows in the irises were closed and dead as
mausoleum doors, yet, when she'd smile, they'd crinkle up-not unlike Shirley MacLaine in her youth--and, God! they
radiated more grace and beauty than all the virginal saints
who never gave but the quickest of feels through two inches
of angora wool. It was as if a megawatt bulb was suddenly
switched on somewhere in her skull, throwing out this
wondrous preternatural heat and light through the eyes, and
only the eyes alone. What made her smile, I'll never know,
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but, short of death, I can't ever imagine witnessing such an
illumination again.
Though as much as her eyes thrilled and transfixed
me, it was her cheekbones that truly stood my boyish cock.
They could not have been anymore erotic had they been her
bare breasts. They weren'tjust formed, they were sculpted.
They rode high and noble beneath the eyes, and sat there
immobile, unyielding, and, at certain angles, the skin was so
taut you could perceive the white bone gleaming directly
beneath the surface. And she wore them like two bold
shields, impressive as a medieval coat of arms.
Though her body, and what she did with it, is all the
young studs craved, I don't know that I even noticed it. And
I don't know anybody else but I noticed the beauty ofher
face. She was a whore. Whores weren't beautiful. Nobody
ever said she was beautiful. And nobody ever noticed. The
studs used her for what they could and the girls shunned her
as trash.
She was a whore first, second, and always. A whore
plain and simple. A whore who would jerk a guy off in the
balcony of the Bard movie theatre and leave the cum stains
on the front of her sweater, wearing it to school the next day,
totally unperturbed by the snickers, the stares, the gross
innuendo. She'd take on two, three, four in a row at the
abandoned shelter house in the park late at night. And the
next day, between classes, the studs would smirk and throw
wet wads of toilet paper in the restroom and talk about
sloppy seconds, thirds, and fourths. And nobody ever
bothered to stop and notice that she was beautiful--as long as
she put out. And she didn't care that she was beautiful. In
fact, I don't think she even knew that she was beautiful. All
that was ever seen was the whore. Once, it was even
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rumored she blew a dog under a picnic table. The other
girls retched and ragged her as some sort of pervert who
was going to end up in a lunatic asylum, if not going straight
to hell in the backseat of--whatever. The studs said it was
too much, man. Lucky dog, I thought.
The walls of the notorious shelter house were
littered with endless graffiti espousing her many and varied
attributes. I guess every dickster and twot in the entire
neighborhood, the entire school, who understood what it
meant, from the highest to the lowest grade level, read it but
her. They could have posted a full-blown spread shot on
those walls and still the affect on Pam Lymon would have
been nil. She just didn't care. And I knew she'd never care.
I'd often see her at night walking near the old deserted sawmill, kicking the dust or picking up a dried pine
chip and chewing it to pulp, and waiting, waiting ... forever
waiting. At twelve years of age I didn't have the balls--in
any sense of the word--to approach her. But it wouldn't
have mattered. For my stares from afar never lasted more
than a matter of moments before one or two or three of the
old men from the upper grades arrived with a pack of
smokes and a handful ofTrojans, via the rubber machine in
the gas station crapper, thus stomping my hard-on fantasies
effectively into the sawdust. Sometimes you could even find
the used scumbags the next morning, spilled and tossed off
into the mulch, or under a rusted-out mill blade. Or perhaps
some comedian would hang one on a splinter from a
crossbeam high overhead in the eaves.
Pam Lymon 's father "traveled"--or so they said--and
was never seen. She still had a mother and a younger
brother at home. The only time I ever felt sorry for Pam
Lymon was when her mother performed in a skit one summer
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at a local swimming pool. She got up with a gaggle of other
middle-aged housewives, decked out in an old-fashioned,
knee-length swimsuits like a Mack Sennet Bathing Beauty,
complete with sun bonnet and parasol, and sang: "By the
sea/by the sea/by the beautiful sea." The woman looked so
happy, so innocent with her big smile and her high kicks, that
I was devastated. Did she not know her daughter was the
high school whore?? Did she not know, as her mother, she
should have been hidden away, unseen, unheard, unentertaining?! I guess I was terrified someone in the crowd was
going to shout: "Stop! No whore's mother should be enjoying herself this much!" It was my first true sense of sexual
mortification--distorted, incomprehensible, and once removed as it may have been.
The odd thing is, outside of the school, you never
saw Pam Lymon at a swimming pool; you never saw her at a
skating rink; you never saw her in a drug store drinking
cherry phosphate; you never saw her at a rumble, a football
game, a pep rally, or even a laundromat. Like an apparition,
she would appear suddenly in the park, behind the shelter
house, in the sawdust at the mill ... or you'd hear rumors the
next day of who (what) she did the previous night at the
Skyway Drive-in.
Once on Halloween, some fellow morons and I trick
or treated her house. An inordinate amount oftime passed
before her brother answered the door. We were pissed
about the delay, and he told us to keep our pants on. I said,
"Your sister's not very good at that, is she?" He slammed
the door in our face. I was a big hit and the line was repeated all over the school the next day. Unfortunately, I felt
like a complete quisling, for I secretly adored her and the
hypocrisy was agonizing.
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I moved from the neighborhood in early '64 and
never saw her again, and never heard another word about
her, nor had anybody else I asked on a return visit several
years later. It was said she simply disappeared one summer,
and, soon following, her mother and brother left town. After
that, I often wondered if she existed at all. I'm sure she is
somewhere, if only in a scrub grave. And I know I could
ferret it out if I desired. But why disturb a ghost? Especially such an ethereal ghost as haunted my twelve-year-old
pork-pounding imagination.
1960 to 1964 was a strange period for burgeoning
adolescence. There was nothing to define it. And a whore
is the only memory I have worth keeping from that era.
Time, of course, changes vantage point, and in
retrospect you see that many situations and people were not
as you imagined. Yet, that first perspective of youth, however faulty, however fragile, always wins out, regardless of
what you later know to be the contrary. And that is what you
forever carry with you in the heart of your soul.
Pam Lymon, though five years older than I and a
thousand light years away, I loved you, virginal and afar, in
1961. And, in some strange, perverse way, I still love you
just the same today.
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Matthew Raymond
(Bob Dylan in Mexico) A Jacona Prayer
I wrote a song on a borrowed
guitar. I sang to walls that
barely knew my shadow, for
I was new to the house and
the light was dim.
There were crickets crying in
empty lots where children played
with fire and stared at me as I
passed. I spent evenings writing
postcards that I sent back to
my home at the center of the
world. My father cried when
they didn't arrive.
In the morning, weak trumpets
across a dawn of soft footsteps and
roosters on rooftops calling out
for the light and for their cages.
Women in aprons in cool dark
salas lighting candles for the Virgen.
I stood on those dirt streets and
wondered at the horses standing
still against the wall for the shade
and the dusty faced boys of
barrio brick homes and trash-filled
creeks. I held my money
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tightly in my pocket and my sweat
took the shine from the coins.

It was the muddy season then, and
there were motorcycles blossoming
on roads I could not see, and men who
kept their shoes shined and others who
just shined, and carts were pulled by
burros and a man could sell fruit.
Liquor flowed from every kitchen
tap as ifthe government had suddenly
seen the error of its ways.
Still a lot of people stood around.
There was always time for waiting, and
for food and a beer and the sounds of
the restaurant where I ate and watched
the rain in the strange street and
listened to the kitchen.
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A Road On the Earth
Once you were lost in a foreign city,
every face was strange. You were
coming or going with money in your
pockets, shouldering your way through
a crowded street, intent on not letting
anyone catch your eye. And then you took a bus, a taxi, you held out
your clean thumb: that harsh world
fell away. You watched the empty
plains and waiting hills drift by, the
skinned carcass of a cow and an old
woman selling sweetbread on the
roadside: a face etched in leather only
a thousand years could tan, eyes that
could send sinners back to their mothers.
There was a blind man with a three-stringed
guitar and upturned hat, dull coins, a voice
like broken pottery that yet still held a tune,
a song of empty dirt-floor rooms and biblical
love affairs. Houses, green or blue or pink,
and the tilled earth and a girl standing at the
clothesline in the evening sun just looking and
breathing and passing through: a word.
A burro standing chained to a brick wall that
ran on toward the horizon ofbumt hills and
big sky before it crumpled into a pile of rocks
like the still picture oftime moving.
Beside you on the bus a young woman sang
barely through her sweet, decay-scented mouth
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to her child held to her breast
and soon you were asleep.
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Birds
Roosters crow all day long down here
and hidden pigeon doves low each other
to sleep up in the trees. They are
waiting for the end ofthe world.
Back home I knew a crow with
dirty feathers and a crack in its
beak. It perched on my bedside at
sundown and told me stories all night
long about stealing shiny rings from
the fat fingers of sleeping Father Time,
hiding them in a hole in a dead
pecan tree whose branches tangled
the telephone lines.
I was a bird in a cage once, but
even then you could not know me, only
how my eyes flittered in the dark like
stars dying and being born, revolving
in some secret socket of space the universe a black hole in some
great gliding vulture's eye.
That is how I will go, my cage in my
talons rusting, over mountains,
beyond volcanos. And you
will not have thought to watch me go.
But I will leave one good eye
weighting in your pocket like a marble.
Take it out and hold it to the light.
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David Koehn

Permafrost Chapbook Contest Winner
From A Journal: Dooker's Hollow
They call me hunky in the Furnace A.
My window frames the Mala Fana resting
On the charred hill, nesting on my sill
Like an idle armadillo curled in sleep.
Carnegie shipped its two five-ton converters
From Little Bay de Noc to Port Donora.
Nearby, the railers watch the rolling-mill
Spit out the bundled bales ofblackened rails,
The derrick bludgeoning the hoary dusk.
In the gorge the barren storage-sheds leak barley
Down forty-five degree back yards on Falkon,
To Halket's row of shacks and bow-legged houses
On Pinksy Avenue. On Cherry Alley
We pass the Mason jar of muscatel.
One year ago, near here, they buried Tom
(My fingers slid the boiled skin from his cheek
Like a wet label off a liquor bottle),
On November 3, 1851.
I think what I like, but try to keep my mouth shut.
Plaid shirts and bowler caps-the men and women
Curl in the sucking mud on mattress skeletons,
The wire as rusted and charred as the wellhead's lever.
Or they kneel by the smoldering anthracite, the coals
As luminescent as chrysanthemums.
The glowing petals of sycamore ash diffuse
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Above the bicycle rims and cinder barrels.
Mary steps past a busted cot to place
The grass-green perch, copper-scaled carp, and chubs
On the the iron grate. The starved gills hissing smoke.
Inhaling butter and scallions, I'm reminded
Of what a paradise the hollow is,
Or what a paradise it can become.
Mary slides into the conversation:
Micha is hacking up her katar again,
Why haven't you told her? Tell her. Tell her
Boiling the river water will not help.
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Above the Ranch
At altitudes where breath begins to fizzle
The stars have pitched their aviary over
The sunset's distended arc, wide then flat.
The northern lights aerosol the night with dazzle
Not even adolescent dreams can match.
There is nothing about today to discover.
There is nothing peculiar about the herds:
The elk, the lowing cattle, the cumulus sheep
At work in fields dim-lit by porch light below;
Nothing brings us delight, not what we heard
About the spring's hasty thaw, not the rendered tallow,
Not standing tip-toe, reaching, as if out of sleep,
For the uncorked bottle of cider vinegar
To flavor the trout with just enough bitterness.
Pisces sparkles, the ages gain for us an evening
As safe, dark tides wave us towards dangers
The scale of oceans. We stand exposed and clinging
To the mountain, uncertain it will not leave us.
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At the Oyster Bar
Above all of this a channel barge swoons, waits.
The captain anchors; he knows of the wreck, the reef's

bounty.

How many dark-haired boys' hands scuttle
Among the ravages oflemon, fork, and tabasco?
Shucked clean of meat, shells kneel next to the horseradish,
Impaled by tongue, open, ready for all takers.
No matter how hard he pries, the boy ripping open
The oyster with his penknife is soft on the inside.
Young women parade up the bar: pins, ribbons, bows
Dazzle the darkened aisles with swivels oflight.
The boy cased in his black leather jacket pricks
Collar, slumps shoulders, grips stool, strains forward.
What divers descend, able to breathe at such depths?
They find the bed at the heart of the reef and pick it clean.
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M. K. Johnson
13 Ways of Looking At a Pick-up Truck
I
It was not snowing yet, but I knew that it was going
to snow. Birds perched in a line along the bed of my truck,
wrens, sparrows, blackbirds, robins late in leaving before
winter. When the snow finally began to fall, I sat by a
window, watching the birds fly away one by one, and
watching the truck disappear beneath the whiteness.
IT
I dream that I am a metallic lycanthrope, half-man,
half-truck, obsessed with transmission fluid and oil, bugs on
the windshield, splash of rain in my face, less and less of a
man, aware only ofthis hard metallic shell, the busy hum of
pavement beneath my wheels. I am a vehicle made of flesh
and metal, word and bone, sinew and syntax, metal and
metaphor, gut and glass.
I have driven so many miles that my speedometer
runs backwards, and I am lost in the landscape of the road,
the drive, black pavement and dust, brooding past granaries
and stockyards, billboards painted white, a collage of
images, vivid as a hand touching my face: irrigation machinery idle in the field, a dusty car broken and defeated by the
side of the road, cactus flowering in the dry desert air.
I was ofthree minds, oftruck, of man, of road, three
minds melded together by heat and motion, by the inescapable rhythms of the drive.
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m

Texas and New Mexico fall away behind us, and we
leave "the town without a toothache" shimmering ghostlike
in the distance; we pass the "chat 'n' chew" restaurant, its
windows boarded up like closed eyelids, the only motion the
flutter of a lash, a piece of black paper hurled upwards in a
sudden gust of wind. Far in the distance, lightning strikes the
ground. Crucifixion skies rumble overhead: red, layered
clouds, blood spilled across the skyline, dripping toward the
black road.
The storm passes over and fades behind us, and the
threat ofrain gives way to the dry air ofthe Sonoran desert,
which unfolds before us, the road stretching on, following
the contours of the desert, dipping and rising with the land.
My old truck hits seventy, driving down US 95 through
Arizona, each mile of road marked by a different warning
sign: FlashfloodArea, Dangerous Wind Currents, Blowing
Dust Area, Do Not Enter When Flooded.
We (myself and my driving companion, Mike) buy a
gallon of water at a convenience store and drink it before we
have to stop again for gas.
The radio tells us we can keep dogs out of our
garden by outlining it with urine; we vow to piss dutifully
into our empty water jug, marking our progress each day
with a felt tip marker, determine to drink more beer. And we
don't even have a garden.

IV
I bought this truck several years ago from my grandfather in rural Tennessee, who used it sparingly on his farm,
and the truck is not well suited for the city; it is impossible
to park, and a half-ton of momentum is hard to brake quickly;
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the manual steering system is more adaptable to curving
country roads than sharp city turns; the transmission is
manual, three speed, with the gear shift located on the
steering column, designed more for staying in one gear for
long periods of time, not for the constant shifting dictated by
city stoplights.
My grandfather purchased the truck in 1967, when I
was four years old, and I vividly remember Sunday mornings riding in the bed of the truck with my three cousins as
my grandfather wound his way over Clinch Mountain,
threading through overgrown Tennessee backroads, back
into War Creek Valley, where Mountain View Methodist
Church was located. He drove the truck for fifteen years,
barely traveling thirty thousand miles, until 1983, when he
began to lose his eyesight. For most of the 1980s, the truck
sat unattended in his back yard, home to wasp nests and
spiders, until I bought the truck from him for 500 dollars,
had it repainted (the original color-which is indescribable,
a sort of mix of turquoise, sea green, sea blue), put new tires
on it, and decided to drive it across the United States; to the
best of my knowledge, the truck had never crossed the
Tennessee state line until this trip.

v

Once, at a party, someone asked me ifl had a name
for my truck, and I jokingly replied no, the truck was
unnamable, more a Platonic essence than a thing of this
world.
VI
But the truck means more to me than a rare example
of"truckness," an ideal by which all other pick-up trucks
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must be measured. This truck provides connections, helps
continue the relationships within my family, within my selfI have known this truck for almost as long as my memory
stretches back, and it is part of my past, my history, that
somehow remains present, connecting me with my Tennessee
roots despite the shifting geographies of my journeys.
Through the history of this truck, I also know some of
the history of my grandfather. When he sold me the truck, he
gave me a packet of materials: an operator's manual, and,
more importantly, a record of the truck's maintenancewhich tells me more about my grandfather than the truck. In
a yellowed 3 x 5 notebook, he has carefully written:
"Greased 7-28 1967 at 0000 Mi," a date which I find
significant, because he seems to have bought this truck three
days before my fourth birthday. The notebook tells me: "oil
changed August 18 1967 at 328 Mi." My grandfather has
never been one to write, not letters or cards, or little more
than signing his name to something. My grandmother always
does whatever writing is necessary, so I find this written
record a rare statement about and by my grandfather, and I
marvel at how much his handwriting looks like my father's,
slow and deliberate, unhurried, so different from my own
breakneck scrawl.
When he ran out of room in his notebook, he began
writing on scraps of paper. On the back of a piece of cardboard with the legend "Modernistic Pencil Clips" printed on
it (the cardboard itself is modernistically divided into two
triangular halves, one black, the other yellowed with age),
he has written: "6-24 1977 points changed at 16,920 miles."
Another piece of cardboard pictures a plate with some sort
of desert on it, a solid, strawberry-colored thing with a sprig
of parsley in its center, and several saltine crackers artfully
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spread around its base. On the back of this paper, he has
written: "7-5 1978 Truck at 20,000 Miles Greased Oil
Changed." Another piece of cardboard tells me that "on 831 at 4pm a A22260 Fram oil filter was installed by George
B. Johnson."
Some of the fragments of writing that he has included
in this packet make little sense. One piece of paper reads:
"plow and disk to," and that is all. Why did he decide to
save this fragment? On the back of a Lucky Strike package,
he has written, simply "Miles 1766". What am I to make of
these fragments of his life? Why did he think they were
important enough to include with the operator's manual?
VII
The desert road is cracked by heat, by the slow
passing of the years. The shadow of a bird crosses, passing
to and fro from desert to road to desert, like an endless
looping line of writing spread across a cracked page,
indecipherable and uncanny.
My truck trails the shadow like a punctuation mark,
following a sentence that never ends.
Under the duress ofthe heat, I let my mind play like
the moving shadow of the bird. In some watery place, I
think, far from this desert, an unknown bird is flying, and I,
in my truck, am driving behind.
Vlli
The desolation gives way to sparse settlement, gas
stations hidden among the cactus, small villages and communities planted between dry gullies and washes.
The truck, I think, seems at home here in the desert,
and the people we meet in these small communities appreci-
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ate the fineness of the vehicle, ask to gaze at the beauty of its
slant six engine ("that'll go forever if you keep the oil
changed," they say admiringly). We stop at dusty gas stations where the price of a gallon of water rivals the price of
a gallon of gas, and other truck drivers pause beside me as I
fill the tank: "nice old truck you got there, looks well kept
up." The new paint job gleams beneath a layer of dust. "It's
twenty-two years old and only got 40,000 miles on it." They
shake their heads, whistling in admiration.

IX
When my grandfather died, I received a package of
materials from my grandmother, photographs, memorabilia,
one of my grandfather's old Bibles. In one photograph, I
stand beside my grandfather and my truck. Another piece of
paper, stuck between the pages of the Bible, is the bill of
sale, signed by both myself and my grandfather.
But it is the Bible itself that most fascinates me, for,
like the owner's manual, it is filled with notes and annotations that are seemingly inexplicable, or at least, contrary to
purposes ofthe book.
On the page facing one that alphabetically lists the
books of the Old and New Testament, my grandfather has
taped a white piece of paper with blue lines, on which he
has recorded a listing of snow falls and cold temperatures
for the winter of 1963-64. On January 12, 1964, the temperature dropped to five below zero, and, as late as March
31, East Tennessee recorded several inches of snowfall.
Certainly, my grandfather has noted a particularly cold and
snowy winter here, but its juxtaposition with the books of the
Bible seems faintly apocalyptic.
In the margins of the book of Genesis, he writes of
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the 1973 death of his dog, "Red," noting that "he was a good
dog." In another place, he has written, simply, "This is the
first day of June, 1966," a statement endorsed by his initials,
GBJ. The banality of the phrases and observations, the
mundane discussions of the weather and deaths of family
dogs, contrast sharply with the thunder of the King James
translation, but, at the same time, I find them more moving.
There is an autobiography in these fragments, an attempt to
write down the significant moments of his life, inadequately
expressed, or perhaps inadequately read.

X
Arizona falls beneath our wheels, and, amidst a
whirl of spinning dirt devils, we cross the California state
line, climbing from the dry heat to the coolness of the Sierra
Nevadas, pausing for the night at a campsite below Tioga
Pass elevation 9500 feet, poised between the desert and the
ocean, between, it seems, the future and the past. I perch
happily on the hood of my truck, writing. The desert heat of
the afternoon seems a distant memory; I wear at-shirt, a
sweatshirt, a flannel shirt. I test the temperature by touching
the tip of my nose to see how cold it is. Hmm ... not good.
High 40s and the sun's still out (Although my travelling
companion, Mike, disputes my interpretation-he pulls up
his shirt for his "belly test." "The stomach says about 56").
This truck does it all, I scribble in my notebook, easy chair,
writing desk, handy place to set my beer. I can stretch out,
my head resting against the windshield, and my feet barely
dangle off the front of the hood.
I stretch on the hood of the truck; the engine is still
slightly warm, and the heat soaks up through my back; the
waterfall behind our tent lulls me; the sky darkens and the
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first faint stars appear; I close my eyes.

XI

Summer moves backwards through spring into
winter, and I can feel my hands and feet transforming into
wheels. My windshield wipers slap away at falling snow,
my wheels struggle to find traction on the slippery road. I
dream this time of winter, of icicles seeping from beneath
my hood, encasing my front grill and bumper, the faint sun
refracting through ice until all I can see before me are
rainbows.
The ice grows and all movement stops, and I am a
thing of metal, flesh, and ice. But, at long last, I am at rest.
I don't know which to prefer, the driving of the truck
or just after.

XII

I awake, shivering, opening my eyes to countless
stars, all heaven brought before my eyes; I light a contemplative cigarette, alone in the night, amid the mountains and the
stars.
Mike emerges from the tent, mumbles something
about keeping dogs out of the garden, and disappears. Later,
he joins me on the hood of the truck; we smoke silently; a
product of a strange sorcery, we feel ourselves melding with
the metal of the truck, with the rock of the mountains, with
the insubstantial material of the past.
For a brief moment, as we sit on the hood ofthe
truck, a man and a man and a truck are one, and we think
both backwards and forwards, reading the sentence of our
lives from right to left then left to right. Past and future and
present seem inseparable, a continuum that is only cogni-
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zable in such moments: a brief explosion slowed down for
the eye, the way a photograph shows the moment a bullet
passes through the apple, or the crown of an impacting water
drop. In that moment of stopped time, we can see the clear
trace of past events as well as the inevitability of the future.
And between the past and the future, the flight of a
blackbird, a road that stretches both forward and backwards.

XIII

The moment passes; I stretch, crawl into the tent, and
I dream of my truck, parked in a stand of cedars. Snow
begins to fall, and a blackbird flies, circling between the
darkness ofthe night and the whiteness of the falling snow.
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Richard Robbins
Running in the Fog
I'm not thinking about mystery.
I'm not thinking about blindness.
I run through a cloud over barely
thawed streets and walks and can almost
feel the pulse in my ear match
each foot-fall. I'm thinking about
not slipping on ice invisible
to my naked eyes. I hear crows, bells
of a garbage truck backing up. The ground
cracks for a moment under my shoe
but I stay in stride. The first thick burning
starts in my calves.
By mile I, my whole body's warm,
and now it makes its own fog as the air
of my lungs goes back outdoors.
I'm not thinking ofthe way clouds form
at the face of our differences. By now,
I've started the rosary at least once to keep
my mind from heavy jelly legs and short wind.
Some days I say three before I'm through.
I'm thinking of pain mostly, the way
I careen away from it.
A long time ago, I found out that two miles
is a small wall to run through. Any season,
indoors or wind, on a course over mud, the body
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knows the distance and begins to flag.
All the needles sink to zero
until I do something. That's when the heart
might skip a beat or the car
almost hit me. If I don't stop,
it's two minutes until I know
I can run forever. I'm not thinking
about biology, the responses to stress.
The sun doesn't break out now as endorphins
gull me into immortality.
I'm talking about how rhythm comes
after self-absorption, how this road
opens up, even at short distances in fog,
when the load of self disappears.
Ifl do stop running, I wonder about myself
until next time. I don't know ifl'll ever
do a thing for my wife and sons,
for any anonymous soul, worth remembering.
I'm thinking about the daily
refusals of grace. Also about
how the same thing happens
when I don't stop, the fresh unknowing
each time I start life over again,
days and days after I keep running.
By mile 4, I see the end ofthe hilltop
where my street begins. Ifl push hard
my pulse will be 18 beats faster
than ifl don't. Warming down these three blocks
to my door, I notice every trill
and whistle rooftop to oak, every freight car
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coupling a half mile away. On a foggy
morning like this one, each sound
makes its own lonely shape inside a bell
the same white color as air.
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Adding the Phrase "In Bed"
To All My Chinese Cookie Fortunes
A challenge is near. Good news
comes from far away. Business
opportunities turn in
my direction. I am soon
to travel. I am soon to
make a new friend. I am burdened
only by my talent for
compassion. I expect the
best in myself and find it
threefold in others. A challenge
is near. Fools arrive at foolish
destinations. Money will
not be an issue in my
future. I will brake for
animals. I will save whales,
the rain forest, the water
table, lakeshore eroding
fast in memory, in all that
history between us. In
a world of unfortunate
occurrences, the valiant
surely have a place in
the people's heart.
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Thomas Merton

Untitled
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Ron Whitehead
Kentucky Blues
I am a poor wayfaring stranger
A wandring thru this vale of woe
But there's no sickness, toil, or danger,
In That bright land to which I go.
I'm going there to see my mother,
I'm going there no more to roam;
I'm going over Jordan
I'm only going over home

*
from Kentucky he came to east Chicago railyard to work
he was
gone
14 hour days
and at night after
Gideon's Bible and The Cheapest Wine
warmed
body and soul
sacred ceremony
in ramshackle bedbugnewspaperwalledbeersign neon hotel
within eyeshot of"the yard"
not far to lumber on frigid mom

*
early evening
thru the night
all night
the wind whispers cries wails sings
to her
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and thru the cracks
of her attic walls
she listens
she listens
listens
and when the wind don't blow
she turns an ear
to the voice coming to her
thru the stillness
thru the stillness of gnarled cedar and pine
blanketing like shrouds the old
grayweathered woodslatted farmhouse
nestled deep in this coalbarren wilderness
and she turns an ear
to the voice coming to her
·thru the stillness
of cedar and pine
and thru the stillness
she turns and looks at his
ray rail man's hat hanging limp from 8penny nail
on wormwood wall
his hat and railroad manual were all
he brought home the last time

*
but that first Christmas visit
from east Chicago and his new job
he brought her a blue calico dress and red sweater
with pearl buttons
carried on the train with gifts for all
he and they all proud
of him a man no longer boy
but always hard worker of farm and mine
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in this pioneer Kentucky land
but now he returns again
so soon
unexpected
returns
eternal
presence
home
for good his body
from east Chicago railyards he comes
his body crushed between coal cars
coal
and like the bituminous gold shipped from Kentucky
to foreign parts
he's delivered by train
long
wailing
whistle
signals
his
arrival
last stop ofthe L&N

*
and a year later

frail
tired
tom
she drifts
thru tears
by candlelight she sees
she sees his spirit at top of attic stairs
at foot of her bed calming real
presence he moves closer reaching to her
his hand touches her forehead her eyes close finally
to deep dream sleep
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Your Face in the Painting
This magnetic Earth paints
strange symbols in your
pyramid mind or
do you paint them?
We enter there through
that circle of love in
your forehead. There
we walk and crawl
across the desert: sometimes
we see beautiful flowers,
sometimes we get close
enough to smell them,
sometimes we eat them
and they change us.
Fish swim there in
the river you boat down
in your undercurrent
consciousness. Multi-colored
snakes swim in that river
while your smiling daytime
self sleeps. And sometimes
you catch a glimpse of
a spirit guide or
guardian angel smiling
through the rainbow-sun
of your higher self. Your
children are named Beauty,
born of Joy, mated by
Love and Pain. And we,
you and I, become
the flowers we eat.
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Andy Warhol

Jagger
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Peter Wild
Money
Since money makes all good stuff happen, Kid,
I give you loot to put into your bra.
It's for emergencies. Just keep the lid
On it; while traveling we're but a schwa
Across the canvas of the Universe.
What if some drunken cowboy held us up
In Pahrump's sands, or tickets lost, or, worse,
We stop, forget our names? It's to the cup
We tum and suck, our nutriment, a flow
Of milk near Biblical we never use
Up, no? That's why at night you dance aglow,
Au nature! across the room, a fuse
Aflame, our nest held high, afire-Wheeeee!
When we're together everything is free.
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Paul Quenon

Crucified Woman
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Peter Orlovsky
Dear Kate:

Nov 14, 1956
Wenesday
Here at (212 Orizaba Mexico City D .F.) since Monday
and what a great 3 days it has been. Already here we all live out
of the same apartment, 3 rooms, beds that sag in the middle, and
children that run in and out of the doors. I was out lat last night
with Jack K. down to whare the sad people are here sick looking,
lonely, poor, diseased dressed in clothes that coal comes in,
broken leged, little bare foot children selling gum at Midnight. All
we can do is give them 20 cent tacos to all that come up to us and
perhaps joke with them. Lafcadio yesterday sent you a letter, hes
more on the ball writing to you then I am. He will change a lot in
these next two we plan to be here, we'll all be togeather most of
the time, so that everybody talks to everybody. Just think of that
2 members of the Orlovsky famely living in Mexico City. Whats
Oleg going to say to that! I'll tell you all about the trip, no turests
went the way we went to get into Mexico City. Its a big story in
of itself that will daze! you and Maire when we both come to tell
you. A little Mexican people talks a lot, back and forth continually, Nick told me that when in the C. I. Hosp. The food is good,
cheep, and plentiful, if you have money, which we have (The
American dollar is worth 12 and a half paso of Mexican dollar,
which means the Americans get 12 times as more for there money
as the Mexicans, which means Lafcadio can eat not only all he
wants but anything he wants. The only thing is imported clothes
from the states is expensive, wile Mexican clothes are poarly
made, except for thing that are made with good quality. Today
Lafcadio and Gregory whent to a famos park here, it has everything in it, streems with Boots sliding all familes go, and the
childerin playing funny games.
As it stands now by the end of Nov so, we should be home to
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have a big meeting with you and Maire. Lafcadio is making his
own plans of getting a job I think he would like to live with Nicky,
which would be good think if possible. If you have had any word
from Nicky please send it, write him let him know whare we are,
send him my address, tell him to write me. There are many good
thing about Mexico City that would interest Nicky they are
1, Entering a new World, people are different in many
ways, buildings, old temples, big and better made parks, New
Sights Abraurd!
2, Extremly cheeper then any ware in New York or any
part of U.S.
3, The people are Extremely friendly and interested in
Americans, that is Americans like us who are on their Economic
level and dress level.
Mexico City is Extremely modem, the buildings are very up to
date, walls made of glass, different shapes then just black shapes.
A surprise for you, I have been reading Zen buddhism, there are
many great truths in it, I dont have time to go into it now, just
wanted you to know about it. Perhaps you can get a book in Npt.
Library on it. Are you doing any reading? if not, are you working? or writing Ask me questions about Mexico Maire, just a letter
of question and I'll answer. OK. Lafcadio just told me, for you
to send us imediatly Nicks address to us.
Address is actually written Orizaba 210, apt 6.
Mexico City D.F.
Mexico
Please Write Soon.
and often. Lafcadio
wants to keep in tuch
with you. and so do I,
Love Peter.
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Dear Mama:

April 25, 57
Wenesday
Recieved your letter, everything souds alright, and tho
Lafcadio hasent yet foud a steady job since his return to N.Y.
its very likely he will get one. You dident mension ifNick
has his old job back at the Bolling agency, or did he find a
job else whare? Its good there living togeather, in that Nick,
when he gets a job he usually keeps it, which will have a
good effect on Lafcadio. Elies in her last letter to me
mensioned you could qualify under Employment for the
Blind and Deff; thier office being located eather in Huntington or N.Y.C; is that a possibility for you if your looking for
a job? I dident know of those agenceys before, otherwise I
would of said so. I dident expect all3 ofyou Orlovsky to be
scaratred on the air mail letter. That Maire is dating, an
making it with young fellers is good. I wish I could of had
young girls at 16, I could of too, ifl knew better. Why now I
have so many women I cant take them all on. I dont understand you Kate, about this suewing the Long Islander, you
cant win a sute like that, so forget about it and start writing
the autobiography of your life. Its too bad about Nicks
licence, I have 3 traffic tickets, one is incorrect, the police
man made a mistake, but the other two need attending too.
So I will send them on, you give them to Nick, and tell him
to pay the fines and decuct that money for the fines from the
$70 dollars he ows Allen. Yesterday was last day for fevor
injection; I am now supposed to be cured of ashma for 2
years. I'm taking some kind of nose drops for Sinis. Bill's
parents are sick, his mother had cancer operation 6 mo. ago,
causing her breast to be removed, and now cancer is still
spreading in her body, which means for Bill to go back home
in Florida, exactly when dont know, in fall or so, which
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means Allen and me will be alone in Europe. Bill also
wants to go to Amazon, exploring different tribes for some
strange reasons, want to come? About this Veterans check in
the mail, its alright to do it, perfectally safe, and the letter
that the Veterans sent me about the dissability rating. The
reason for sending it is Allen and I we plan to leave Tangers
May 8, an so need money. (All 3 of us are living on $1.00 a
day, that can just about be done in Tangers. If you get
another check on May 1st or 2nd, send it on right away, with
out delay. The checks comes at the frist of the month. So
send the check. I can send you some money if you need it tho
not as much as I would like, because we are in a pinch.
Havent had a full glass of milk since we been here. I got
your frist big letter which ;you wrote April 2, it got her
April6. The next letter I got from you was the one you
wrote (air letter) on April20, it got here 25th of April. Also
tell Lafcadio, I sent a letter to him about 4 days ago (April
21) it should be at 78 Washington. (I hope he left a forwarding address there, did he? Tell him to pick it up, or inwuire
about it. Its too bad he doesent have a job yet it would of
made things easier for him. Jack K. in Paris, we havent had
word of him yet. Gregory, who has been there for a wile
now is about to get some kind of a job. The latest news
about me I'm growing a beard its, turning red. its not full
yet, but its the longest I've ever had it. Maire asked what do
Arabs eat, dates, vegetables, they dont grow com here, I
dont know why. Also hanging in meat markets is intestines,
the poor mans diet, sheep iyes and the meat around the face
and jaws and necks of sheep and goats. Fish cooked up
some sord fish, costing 16 c per kilo (equal to 1and a half
lbs). Its the old Berker woman folk who do all the work,
they carry enourmous loads on their back an start out from
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the hills walking all the way to the market, an there they sit
all day trying to sell their garden vegetables, carcool, small
pieces of fire wood. No Lafcadio, I havent had any girl
freends in Tangers, the spanish girls girls here are closly
wached by their mothers, and Arab womon are not permitted
to mix with "non-believers" or Christians or any European.
Write me Lafcadio and Maire, I want letters from each of
you. Ther are losts more to sat, but you all write me.
Love Peter health OK, a
beard growing
P.S. When I can, I'll send you picture of my red beard.
Write! Write! Write!
P.S. We wont leave Tangere untill we recieve checks you
have now and check due begining of May.
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My Own Writing
My own writing is like me, or
someone, making room on
a page to move around in
as to dance befor a mirror or sing
befor a mirror or talk to
oneselfto Keep on & be tickiled
by each little improvisation
or cry of fleeting memorySwell to be sadly crying for a wileas is my want. bend my headthe price for being a lone wolffon the tuch- up my ass with
ear-to hear what swells
within each ribI'm an artist, I can slice my heart
up & put it into my brain skull pot
& press the jet light of my eyefor gassier reasons
than some 2 thousand year
old god did back then-he he- me meApril 1961
Paris
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TV Babey Pete
When asked what does
1,000,000 Doctors say
When asked if they
Were stranded mountain
Climbing at the Highest
Peak in the World
What Headake
Relief
Would they take
if the headake
whas so so painfull
they all chose
Bayer Aspirin
But Doc Pete said
112 a cup of
homemade
brueed Pee
so Hot from His
Plumbing Pipes
of the coolest
Mountain Snow
Lion's Juice
that Explosion
took place
&Screamed
the Big EXAM
& the Long EXAM
& the hot EXAM

wow

So sang
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P.O. in Bed
Bedroom
a top bed
YumYum
Peter Orlovsky
9AM
E. 12th St.
New York City
Jan. 2, 1989
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Deirdre Scaggs

Creep Show
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Marianne Milton
Dull in Duplicate
One, my naked self; the other, guaranteed
in green ink the dour bank stamped here.
Signature shadowed signature, and I was
giving it all away; still they wanted proof
that the I who signed yesterday unadorned
by evidence was me. I was : rhymed,
dull in duplicate, lost. At night, though,
some other flourished in dream-pun.

Don 't spill your guts. And a kitten, tom
at the belly with its lovable intestines
swagged outside and mewling, pawed
at her wound-bigger-than-a-word-could-convey,
and I watched, in a paralysis only Blake
could care to illustrate, as she hurt herself
with touch. Watched as any touch would torture her.
Watched until finally she was led away.
Protect yourselffrom being mauled. A bam
of a house with more doors than windows,
then more windows than doors, was open
at every entrance to drunks wandering. I barred
the way with warnings shriller by the shriek,
raised metal bedsteads on their short sides
to allow humans to pass but not the white bear prowling.
No one attended. Then the terrors of a woman mauled,
and calm descended. On me. She would live. The others
scattered. I tore the house up at its green roots.
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Simon Perchik
*
And though it has no eyes
it thrives inside my shadow
- an invisible full-time mourner
step by step in the lining
- that's the deal, it eats
and I am calmed, my coat
kept warm by a parasite
fed on slow climbing turns and marble
- you can't hear its footsteps
flocking overhead the way stars
are huddled and the overwhelming cold
takes root in these gravestones
shoulder to shoulder
-it's easy to get lost
going down alone
while this microscopic worm
clings by the mouthful
as if it were saying the words.
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*
You're never sure though the pages
fit- it's a small stove
used to walls that have no pictures
-it doesn't have to remember anymore
why sparks take such a hold
and little by little in secret
the way the sunlight shields the Earth
from night after night the floor
that never really warms
- you keep adding flames
as if this old newspaper would still yellow
become leaves again and slowly
an invisible bird climbing immense
till there's no light left to breathe
only the stars, tighter and tighter
circling the sun to silence it
-each evening alone, hands held out
you set fire an endless sorrow
and the plume already dry
shedding its darkness on the ground
for later and your shadow.
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Ned Cannon

Flish II
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C. C. Cotton gin
Filling The Distance
While you tape box after box,
nodding yes for the t.v., no for the records,
I watch the two students we hired
move everything we owned:
they slap shoulders and palms held high
talking about last night's big game,
who screwed who, and whether they have a chance
against the undefeated team at this year's Conference.
Is there no place where we can remain?
What if. .. I don't know.
I wonder what to say. What could I say?
I mention this, softly, as a joke.
And while you try to smile,
you are too eager to turn
from the confining circle of good-bye.
All things are for the best, they'll say
when I return for work.
This minute, like a heavy perfume
that grows and grows, lingers
as an answer to some forgotten question,
and like tossing pennies to a dry pond,
we lost the will
to wish, to urge
to reply.
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I want to write: with this verse, reason will follow,
that each word makes it more real; but I know
adding nothingness to a void is still
nothing, yet perhaps these broken lines
will give us a lasting place, something later
to mention at some friend's party,
to occupy our voices:
to fill the distance.
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Let Me ....
Let me Moses your wandering heart
and pharoah the split seas
that occupy your ever-changing eyes; let me
rediscover the flat desert-sun of your belly; let me
rise and gaze not at the land's limits but at the mysteries
swimming near the drifting salt, the foam,
Your broken branches fallen upon the shore;
and there, where waves surface and submerge,
united, driven from the reef's barrier,
driven to resurface, to resubmerge,
as the pulling moon, the gravitating circle
that crests and troughs us together-! continue towards the covenant of your horizon,
and cantor to the synagogue of your heart

*
But these metaphors deceive:
the naked emptiness, the sea,
the reflecting moon-kiss-all are lies. I know desire discriminates,
that language clutters, that sentences wrong,
but I know if you were here,
I could close your hand in my own
and write lines like the wound of night
is the poverty of absence, a town bell,
a frail flapping of Sunday's linen,
an echo within a temple's ruins.
But I know you are gone. And I know
these lyrics are nothing more simple
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than swaying tall weeds
in the mountain wind, in the woods
where we first touched,
where we were possible.
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Paul Quenon

Juniper
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Richard Broderick
The Saguaro Cactus
They go on holding their arms aloft in a gesture
reminiscent of women in flight asking
why they have drifted far to the east
and west, up and down desert valleys unlike
the ancient valley they had to flee,
the night sky before them bright with the fire
and brimstone ofburning cities. They cannot
let us close, their loss is too great, so
deeply does their sorrow tap the earth,
the humming wire of dry air for news of home.
Sometimes I think they must have been
the best of all, too tender to survive in anything
but this tough skin bristling with spines.
With their white blossoms, they are stranded among
us who wear thorns on the inside, hearts turned
to salt, the sons and daughters of those
who could bring themselves to leave
without looking back.
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Lucile Lichtblau
The Staff Meeting
The staff of the Day Treatment Center of the Fishman
Memorial Hospital meets every Monday morning at nine in
the basement of the Center which is located not in the hospital itself but in a tacky old house a block and a half away so
that with any luck nobody associates the house and the
hospital in the same breath, the hospital being gleaming new
like an upscale mall and the house being dank and dark like
a sanctuary for moths and not in any event a fit place for sick
people needing succor and warmth but only for crazies. The
Center treats the crazies from ten different towns, transporting them in special blue and white vans that say "Day
Treatment" in large letters on both sides. The Head of the
hospital has been known to call the vans loony wagons, only
in fun and never in public but the crazies know full well they
are looked down upon. They see the roll of the eyes as they
step off the vans in the morning and line up to get on again in
the afternoon, how the nurses and doctors walk into the road
making a semicircular berth around the van doors to avoid
brushing up accidentally against one ofthem.
"As if," Nettie says in her fake Irish brogue, "As if
we had a communicable disease."
The hospital not only shuns the crazies but also the
people who take care of them; the Center director, Mavis
Sweeney, and each member of her staff; Clyde, the chief
social worker; Melanie, his assistant; Gail, the Residence
director; her three residence counselors, Bobby, Teddy and
Alexandra; Josephine, the art therapist; Tootie, the voca-
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tional counselor; Anne Marie, the secretary, and even the
psychiatrist himself, Dr. Jorge Newman, an emigre from
Brazil. They are all, every one of them, omitted from the
invitation list to the really nice hospital functions like the
Crystal Ball or the Founder's Day Picnic.
"Not that we care," Mavis says to her staff. "Not
that we need to buy ball gowns and rent tuxedos or sit on an
anthill in a heat wave."
Still, it rankles and Mavis knows full well if she and
her staff treated cancers or heart attacks or Rocky Mountain
Spotted Tick Fevers they would all be accorded the respect
they deserved, especially Mavis with her R.N. and her
M.S.W. and her family therapy certification not to mention
her continuing education courses, at least six a year, all of
them totally useless, coming out of her ears and her eyeballs
like piss water from an elephant.
This is why she is constantly urging her staff to treat
the crazies as if they were normal in the hope that in a
process akin to alchemy or osmosis the crazies might become normal. "Just like you and I," she says to her staff,
which drives Clyde into a frenzy. Just like you and me he
wants to scream, like you and me, you cow.
Mavis is as oblivious to Clyde's rage as she is to
most ofthe thoughts and feelings that swirl around her at the
Monday morning meetings. This particular morning, the 24th
of December, is no exception. Mavis is late as usual,
causing Gail to grumble.
"I'm here on time. I left a nice warm bed. I don't
know why she can't move her tush."
Josephine holds a box filled with broken pieces of
red clay. There are tears in her eyes.
"Margie's ashtray exploded in the kiln. I really don't
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know what to tell her." Josephine says.
"How about it's enough already with the ashtrays?"
Gail says.
Margie, the mother of triplets who are being raised
by her ex-husband George and his wife Francine because of
Margie's dismemberment threats, has made ten heart shaped
red ashtrays since September in Josephine's art therapy
group. Each ashtray, intended as a Christmas gift for
Francine in gratitude for her kindness to the triplets, has
blown to bits with such terrible force that even Josephine
has no reasonable explanation.
Melanie, resplendent in pale blue silk with matching
shoes and hair ribbons, sips from a jar of diet Snapple and
curls her nose in distaste at the red clay shards.
"There's absolutely nobody upstairs except the
regulars. It's empty like a morgue. I said to them 'Where is
everybody?' and that silly Fergie said 'Only one shopping
day left before Christmas' whatever that's supposed to
mean."
Clyde scolds himself once again for his weakness in
hiring Melanie. Although she is beautiful to look at she
appears to suffer from early Alzheimer's or God forbid a
brain tumor being unable to remember anything she is told
for more than five minutes running. Now, she has seemingly
forgotten a particularly annoying discussion in which the
staff, over Tootie's objection, gave all the clients except the
regulars the day off for shopping.
"It's going to be dreadful," Tootie says in his voice
of doom. "I hate it when it's only the regulars."
Gail turns her back on Tootie in silent rebuke.
"I think they're sweet," Josephine says.
"Sweet?" Clyde says. "Why not cute, your other
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favorite word? Why not sweet and cute?"
"Oh, Clyde," Josephine says.
The regulars are neither sweet nor cute but rather the
craziest of the crazies left over when the State Hospital for
the Insane finally closed its doors. Now, they live together
in a former jam factory next to the railroad tracks dubbed
"The Residence" which is maintained by the Hospital and
staffed by Bobby, Teddy and Alexandra under Gail's supervision. There are eight of them: Margie, mother of the
triplets, who claims that her brother Eddie hung her up by
her thumbs every day after school while he gobbled her
chocolate brownie snacks from a depression glass plate and
drank her milk from a cup shaped like a cow; the Fat Man,
hopelessly addicted to butterscotch balls and vanilla frosties
ever since his wife Tiny ran off with a gypsy knife sharpener
from the circus; Fergie, everybody's favorite. He calls all
the women Dolly, the men Buster and checks the refrigerator
to make certain the Virgin Mary isn't trapped inside; the
Hernandez brothers, Guido and Luis, identical twins with an
identical delusion that involves a sexual attraction to animals, most particularly their former pet, a Dalmatian named
Pansy; Alfredo, an ax-electric company repairman now
compelled to memorize railway timetables and finally Nettie
and Harriet, two gray permed ladies in their early 60s who
detest one another. Harriet, because Nettie has set her cap
for Alfredo who has enough trouble with the MTA changing
its schedule every time you turn around plus her accent is as
fake as her boobies and Nettie because Harriet is a lunatic
claiming a 15 year pregnancy with a baby named Shirlee,
who would be-if she existed-the size of an elephant. Clyde
calls them all "the usual suspects."
Mavis and Dr. Newman enter the staff room to-
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gether. Clyde is pleased to see a red bump on the tip of
Mavis' nose. Perhaps, with any luck, a boil getting ready to
pop. He would be satisfied with even a small pimple. As
soon as Mavis is seated, Tootie, puffed up with himself,
pretending that he needs help with a problem, brings up the
subject of the Fat Man's voices. Mavis, unaware ofTootie's
need for self-promotion, cuts him off.
"Tootie, Tootie, Tootie, everybody hears voices.
Don't you hear voices?" she says to Clyde as she roots in
her handbag for a Kleenex.
Clyde is afraid to answer. Sometimes he does hear
voices and they tell him terrible things: to set Mavis on fire,
to destroy her breasts, to ring large gongs directly beneath
her bedroom window so that she will have cardiac arrest in
her sleep. Mavis blows her nose and keeps on talking. "For
the Fat Man's information we all hear voices," she says to
Tootie. "And they're our own voices inside our heads. Tell
him to put that inside of his pipe and smoke it, okay Tootie?
We can't waste any more time on this, we have something
really important to discuss."
Tootie looks at Clyde for support but Clyde just rolls
his eyes. Josephine, noticing that the coffee pot which
should be hot and perking is dead silent, realizes that someone is missing from the meeting.
"Where's Anne Marie?" she asks.
Mavis gives her a pouty look. "Upstairs where she
belongs. She's a secretary. She's typing."
Clyde demands to know what is going on because a
Monday morning without Anne Marie is a disaster resulting
in lousy coffee, no doughnuts and chaos next week due to a
lack of minutes of the meeting.
"There are things she doesn't need to hear," Mavis
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says, blowing her nose again loudly.
"Bullshit," Clyde says. Banning Anne Marie is like
banning oxygen. Clients tell her everything and besides she
types up their weekly therapy records. This is further
evidence, as if any were needed, of Mavis' foolishness and
her inability to lead anything more important than an oompah
band.
Josephine grudgingly makes the coffee in Anne
Marie's absence. She pours it out, giving each staff member
a plastic white cup filled with weak decaf and throws
packets of real sugar and Sweet 'n' Low in equal number
down the center of the table. Clyde, who is the only milk
taker, has to get it himself out of the refrigerator which
makes him peevish.
Upstairs, Luis Hernandez puts a record of Christmas
music on the phonograph which was recently donated to the
Center by the Head of the hospital who threw it out in favor
of a new CD. The record features Bing Crosby singing
White Christmas, the strains of which drift downstairs to the
staff room through a small hole that has just this past week
been bored into the floor by a workman repairing the radiators. Clyde realizes that if the staff can hear White Christmas, the patients, if they listen carefully, can probably hear
the staff. Information that Clyde decides to keep strictly to
himself.
"And what is so secret that Anne Marie can't be
trusted to hear it?" Clyde asks.
"We don't want to leave footprints in the sand,"
Mavis answers. "If you get my meaning. Least said soonest
mended. Loose lips sink ships."
"Mavis, for God's sake, speak in plain English.
What are you talking about?" A vein in Clyde's neck throbs
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noticeably and his hands shake.
"We have to have a free and open discussion without
anybody taking any minutes is what I'm talking about. We
have a legal problem here and the next thing you know if
we're not careful we'll be on the front page of the New York
Times."
"A legal problem?" Josephine intervenes in time to
prevent Clyde from throttling Mavis with her pearls.
"Against Margie," Mavis says. "Francine wants to
adopt the triplets."
"Oh, my God!" Josephine says. "At Christmas? She
wants to take Margie's children away, at Christmas?"
"Christmas has nothing to do with it. According to
this letter from Francine's lawyer which I will be glad to
read to you, it's strictly a legal issue on which they want our
input, so to speak." Mavis puts on her lipstick-red halfglasses and clears her throat. "Because of the natural
mother's dismemberment threats and other inappropriate
behaviors, she is seen as dangerous and her visits are
detrimental to the health and well-being of the children who
have grown increasingly afraid ofher."
"That's a lie right there," Josephine says. "The
triplets love her to death. They made her a card on her
birthday that said 'to our mother, Happy Birthday.' Margie
showed it to me herself."
"Hardly a testimonial," Clyde says.
"They're only 10 years old. What do you want from
them?"
"You think this will make the New York Times?" Dr.
Newman asks, impressed that in his new country even a
small clinic might come to the attention of a large and
powerful newspaper.
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"It could," Mavis says. "We have to be aware.
'Mental Health Center awards triplets to mother who
promptly dismembers them'. How would you like that
headline?"
"I like it," Clyde says.
"We have to be careful is the point. We have our
reputation to think of." Mavis sneezes. "I'm coming down
with a cold. I hate a cold at Christmas."
Melanie stretches her long golden arms out in front
of her and languidly strokes her arm hairs. Jorge Newman
remembers a woman on the beach in Rio. She had tiger eyes
and those same golden arm hairs. He had sprayed her with
whipped cream in a small motel on a side street off the
beach and had told her she tasted better than a pine colada in
the summer.
"I spoke to Margie yesterday," Melanie says in a
dreamy voice.
"And?" Dr. Newman prompts.
"And she seemed okay to me," Melanie says.
Luis Hernandez changes the record to a spirited
rendition of Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer sung by a
female trio with tinkly bells for accompaniment. Despite the
gaiety of the song Luis looks so sad that Margie blows him a
kiss with her hand to perk him up. She is applying glitter to
a large pointed star and her kiss sends a shower of golden
sprinkles to the day room floor where they glisten against the
black linoleum. Fergie pokes his head in the door.
"Hello Dolly," he says to Harriet.
"Look at the sweater I'm knitting for Shirlee."
Harriet holds it up for Fergie to admire. Its sleeves are of
different lengths and the neck band puckers.
"That's a lovely gesture which I'm sure she'll
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appreciate in the cold winter months," Fergie says.
Nettie brings Alfredo a cup of tea, hot and heavily
spiked with sugar the way he likes it.
"Tell me again about the new Path train, sweetheart,"
she says.
"8: 15 out of Journal Square, reaches New York
8:47," he replies in his high staccato.
Fergie ducks his head out of the day room door.
"Got to go Dolly. Mustn't use up my welcome."
"What if she gets better someday? Could she get the
triplets back?" Tootie says hoping to make points with
Josephine.
"No Tootie dear," Mavis says. "Once they're gone,
they're gone for good."
"I don't think we should play Francine's little game,"
Josephine says.
"Little game?'' Clyde raises an eyebrow.
"It's a power play. I know people like Francine. My
mother is like Francine. I wouldn't give the triplets to my
mother."
Mavis looks helplessly at Dr. Newman.
"We have to focus," he declares. "Who will make a
better mother, Margie who says that her imaginary brother
hung her up by her thumbs, or Francine? This is our choice,
whether we like it or we don't like it."
"We should ask the Residence counselors. For
starters they say that Margie really has a brother," Gail says.
"Well, they're wrong," Mavis says in the middle of a
sneeze.
"Bobby is certain that her brother came to visit one
Sunday. Bobby says he had on a jogging suit and he gave
Margie a dozen brownies on a fancy glass plate," Gail says.
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"It wasn't her brother," Mavis says. "I know this for
a fact. You can tell Bobby she doesn't have a brother."
"Crazy people bring up children all the time,"
Melanie says. "If we took all the children away from all the
crazy people ... "her voice trails off.
"It might be a better world," Clyde finishes.
The Fat Man and the Hernandez brothers are deep
into their favorite conversation. "You know what I think?"
Guido says. "I think there definitely is a God, but the bad
things like the wars and the plane crashes, they happen when
God is asleep. He has to sleep sometimes. I mean, he's
only human, right?"
Luis nods in agreement. "My brother," he says, "has
one deep head on his shoulders."
The Fat Man looks doubtful. "I don't know. I'd
have to give that a pass. What good is God if he's asleep?
We need God to be awake so I don't think what you're
saying holds any water, at least not for me."
Margie has finished with the glitter and is now
knitting along with Harriet. She is completing the third of
three fluffy pink scarves for the triplets' Christmas present.
"I know why the ashtrays explode," she says to
nobody in particular. "The ashtrays explode because they're
red."
"Red is the color of rage," Alfredo says.
"Exactly my point," Margie replies.
"I still think we should ask the Residence counselors. They get left out all the time, as if they didn't count,"
Gail says.
"They get left out because they're never here.
They're not here now in point of fact. Exactly where are
they?" Mavis wants to know.
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"Bobby volunteered on his own time to clean up the
bathrooms and Teddy and Alexandra are Christmas shopping, buying a tree, just the way you told them to, at the last
minute on sale, buying up what's left of the wreaths and
garlands and decorations to make that pitiful Residence look
halfway human for Christmas, so glad you asked," Gail says.
"I agree with Gail," Clyde says. "Ask the Residence
counselors by all means. Let determination of parental
rights be decided by three dropouts who can't get any other
kind of a job so they baby-sit crazies and do dope in the
stairwell and have sex in the bathroom. Absolutely. If you
can find them out there on their shopping spree or in the
toilets, ask them."
"Clyde," Mavis says. "That's enough." She sneezes
three times in a row.
Gail's face flushes a dull red. "That's a cheap shot.
Bobby was exhausted and he rolled one joint to relax himself and I told him 'never again.' I said 'No more dope in the
stairwell. It sets a bad example', and he's been as good as
gold ever since, no more talking back, no more temper
tantrums, nothing and the sex business we never proved.
Maybe it was Teddy and Alexandra in the bathtub and maybe
it wasn't. Fergie says it was but Fergie says a lot of things.
I expect an apology," Gail says, looking straight at Clyde.
"Remember, Clyde, innocent until proven guilty,"
Mavis says and coughs in his face.
"I don't see why you pick on those Residence counselors anyhow," Gail says, refusing to drop it. "Bobby, in
particular. Cleaning out the bathrooms by himself on the day
before Christmas, for God's sake. You should be ashamed
of yourself."
"Plus, he always smiles. Whatever happens, Bobby
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always has a smile on his face. Just like that cat," Josephine
says.
Clyde straightens out a paper clip to clean out the
dirt underneath his thumbnail. "I stand corrected," he says.
"Bobby is a saint."
Anne Marie finishes typing up her financial report
for the Head of the hospital who always sends it back to her
with the word 'economize' written on every page making her
feel guilty as if she personally spent the money. She leans
back to listen to Tony Bennett and the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir sing 0 Little Town of Bethlehem when the Center
door opens wide, letting in a rush of cold air. Bobby walks
in straight past Anne Marie and says without preamble "Who
took a dump and didn't finish?"
"A dump?" Guido says, puzzled.
"I mean, is it an early Christmas present, or what?"
Bobby asks. "You think all I have to do is flush shit?
There's a turd as big as a trout in the downstairs toilet so any
one of you could have left it. What I want to know is, which
one?"
"Would you like me to go back and take care of it?"
Harriet says.
"No I would no," Bobby says. "Unless you did it.
Did you?"
"No I didn't. I always flush. My mother taught me
and it's the first thing I'll teach Shirlee."
Bobby's eye starts to twitch. "Now that's another
thing. I don't want to hear that Shirlee crap. Not now. Not
ever. Not with a dead fish turd floating in the bathroom."
He takes a small silver gun out of his pants pocket
and points it at the Fat Man. "I'm going to shoot you,"
Bobby says. "One at a time until somebody tells me who
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dropped the turd."
"I don't know why you keep harping on the New
York Times," Josephine says.
"Because we have to be careful is why. Because
what we do ad what we decide could, you know, rebound,"
Mavis says.
"Look bad, you mean?" Josephine says.
"Yes, look bad."
"Like going out with dirty underwear and getting hit
by a car?
"I don't get your point, Josephine. I am trying to
prevent harmful publicity. What's wrong with that?"
"Now you sound like my mother, is what's wrong
with it. You're not thinking about Margie. You're only
thinking about yourself."
Anne Marie is trapped. The alarm buzzer is across
the room on the floor behind the easy chair. It might as well
be on another planet. Mavis, to her credit, had asked for
two alarm buzzers to be placed in two different locations but
the Head of the hospital had turned down her request, saying
that it showed a lack of faith in crazy people as if they were
more prone to violence than others.
"I did it," Margie waves her hand in the air. "Don't
shoot. It was me and I'll clean it up."
"What did it look like?" Bobby says.
"Look like? It looked like a doo-doo."
"No, that's not good enough. Describe it."
"Brown."
"Dark or light?" Bobby says.
"Dark." Margie says.
"Wrong," Bobby says.
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"I think we ought to make this easy on ourselves,"
Mavis says.
"And what does that mean?'' Clyde asks.
"It means we just document. We just say it like it is."
"Say what like what is?" Clyde asks.
"The dismemberment threats, at least three a day.
The time Margie dropped a plugged-in electric iron into
Nettie's bath water, thank God before she got in."
"After," Josephine says. "It was after she got out."
"Whatever," Mavis says. "The hoarding of the food
in her pantyhose until her room smells like vomit. Who
could argue with documentation?"
"Mine are yellow-green," the Fat Man says. "You
got one floating yellow-green, it's mine, only I don't think
so, I always flush."
Bobby shoots the Fat Man in the stomach. He falls
with a thud. Anne Marie has the odd thought that air will
escape from the wound, leaving the Fat Man thin the way he
says he used to be.
"Put down the gun," Guido says. "Put it down,
Bobby. It's such a silly thing.
Bobby shoots Guido in the left temple.
"Oh, my God," Luis whimpers. "He left his brain to
Columbia University."
Bobby shoots Luis in the chest.
The Hernandez brothers lie one on top of the other on
the day room floor, their blood flowing onto the glitter
dropped from Margie's fingers. The gun has made hardly a
sound, a pop is all.
"Does anybody else have anything to say?" Bobby
asks. Alfredo looks at the clock on the day room wall. It is
9:35 in the morning. No trains are arriving or departing. "I
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do," Alfredo says. Bobby shoots him in the heart.
"I'm going to kill you all. I don't care who left the
shit. The house stinks. It has roaches and mice and somebody pees on the carpet in the stairwell so you could choke
every time you walk up the stairs. I have told you, all of
you, nicely, a thousand times, to clean up. And I'm sick of
telling you nicely. So now I'm going to kill you and maybe
we'll get a new bunch of crazies in here that will follow the
rules."
Each time he fired a shot, Anne Marie moved one
large step closer to the buzzer. Now she stands just behind
it. Her foot is shaking so hard that she doesn't know if she
has the strength to push it down. Anne Marie prays that God
is awake and she pushes in an S.O.S. pattern three times.
Bobby sits on the sofa, still holding the gun. "They
say you people are crazy, but not stupid. That's what they
say. But to me you are stupid. I mean, what kind of a nitwit
fouls up his own nest? And this is what you have done big
time. Fouled up the nest."
"We're sorry," Margie says. "Truly sorry."
Anne Marie realizes it is only the women left. Nettie
Harriet, Margie and herself. The men are dead or dying.
"Hello, Dolly," Fergie says to Anne Marie, then
spotting Bobby, "Hello, Buster."
"If we document the dismemberment threats without
an explanation, the court will terminate Margie's parental
rights like that," Josephine says, snapping her fingers.
"And so what if they do?" Clyde asks.
"She's a human being," Josephine says. "Doesn't
that count for something at Christmas?"
"Hello, Buster, yourself," Bobby says to Fergie. "It
was you, wasn't it?" Bobby sounds weary. Anne Marie
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thinks that he might just lie down on the sofa for a nap.
"Wasn't it what?" Fergie asks.
"That took a dump and didn't flush," Bobby says.
"Yes it was. I believe it was. I often do that."
"And you pee on the stairs, don't you?"
"That, too," Fergie says. He is about to say more
when he sees the bodies and is suddenly quiet. Anne Marie
hears sirens, faint as distant screams. Maybe an ambulance
headed for the hospital. Maybe the police.
Mavis gives Jorge a look that says wrap this up.
Jorge complies, tearing himself away from Melanie's golden
arm hairs.
"I'm going to be a bully and take the bull by the
horns." Jorge giggles, then collects himself. "As medical
director I'm going to recommend termination of parental
rights and duly note that some of the staff disagrees but that
the majority opinion is to give the children to their father and
what's-her-name."
"Francine," Melanie says to everyone's surprise.
"The step-mother's name is Francine."
"I think we should put it to a vote," Tootie says.
"Put what to a vote, Tootie darling?" Mavis says.
"Whether we agree or not with Jorge," Tootie
answers in his best grandstanding voice. "Jorge is going to
say that the majority agrees with him and I think we should
put it to a vote." Glancing at Mavis to see if it is okay with
her, Jorge gives in. "All who agree with termination of
Margie's parental rights," Jorge says in a loud voice, "raise
your hands."
"Did you hear that?" Margie says.
"Hear what?" Bobby asks.
"A voice. It said all who agree with termination of
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Margie's parental rights, raise your hands." Margie sounds
excited, almost happy.
"I didn't hear anything like that," Bobby says. "Did
anybody else hear it?"
Harriet and Nettie shake their heads 'no', too afraid
to speak, although they heard it clearly. Fergie is too frightened to move.
"It's just a voice," Bobby says to Margie. "A voice
inside your own head."
"I don't think so," Margie says. She raises her right
hand.
"Put your hand down." Bobby says. "What are you
doing?"
"I'm voting yes," Margie says.
There is a knock at the door.
"Is everything okay in there?"
Anne Marie is stunned. In response to her S.O.S.
they have sent Fred, the slightly retarded security guard from
the hospital security force.
"Jesus Christ!" Bobby says. "It's Fred. I wanted the
police, maybe a SWAT negotiating team and they send Fred.
It's a fucking disgrace." He throws the gun on the floor.
Fergie picks it up and hands it to Anne Marie as she walks
towards the door.
"Whoa there now," Fred says. Anne Marie realizes
she is pointing the gun straight at Fred's private parts. She
throws it onto the sidewalk where an icy snow etches star
burst patterns on the concrete. She takes Fred by the arm
and gently leads him down the path away from the Center.
"Let's call the police on your walkie-talkie," she
tells Fred. "There's been an accident."
Nettie sets up a keening wail and is comforted by
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Fergie who freshens up her tea. Harriet hugs her knitting and
makes squalling noises like a kitten in distress. Margie sits
down at the wobbly card table and thanks God they are
taking the triplets away so that now, at long last, she can
finally recover what is left of her senses.
"I think I hear someone crying," Tootie says in his
most dramatic voice.
"Tootie, Tootie, Tootie, you '11 be the death of me.
The clients always cry at Christmas," Mavis says.
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Jim Wayne Miller
Waterways
The little dock rises and falls underfoot
as the Brier steps onto shore. He's lived
so long on water he's forgot land's language,
knows only water's words and ways,
the customs water keeps.
He drives uphill and down, and just
at the crest of a green hill blue sky
he's running up into becomes--wide water,
a motor's throb sigh, the road
a churning wake in the rearview mirror.
The farthest clouds stand like limestone cliffs
along an arm ofbloodred water--old
riverbed running west.
Home is a bay he'll never make by nightfall.
Far up ahead the first stars are lit
like lanterns hung out over the sides of boats
stillfishing under the cliffs, off points
all up and down twisting riverbed.
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Brier's Attempt To Land on a Cat's Eye
From here the surface looks rocky and eroded
and it glows.
I'm going down now for a closer look.
Running north/south a dark, elliptical center
widens and narrows rhythmically, like breathing.
East or west of it one could walk for days.
I'm coming in close now. That topography
seems to be submerged-rippled sand
far down in clear water, and the dark ellipse
that widens and then almost closes ... is it
the mouth of an underwater cave?
I'm pulling away again--surfacing receding,
looking rocky again. Deceptive.
I'm pulling farther away-nothing but
black space around that luminous surface.
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Bias Manual De Luna
Perhaps the Wind, Perhaps Memory
... This
is the archetypal dream
or daydream of our years.
That one will be alone ...
no look, no voice, no touch ...
It might be me. It might
be now, this moment, here.
-Hayden Carruth
from Loneliness: An Outburst of Hexasyllables

1.
Yes, it could be now,
this has the steel taste
of an isolation so pure,
so precise in its completeness,
the air around me feels
like it has turned to water.
2.
It hurts me beauty
can be imagined,
but can escape
when it is time to make
what is mine into what can be ours.
This, then, may be another poem
about writing poems. I do not want
it to be that. There are so many
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subjects, and here I am,
writing about writing.

3.

I long for images. I cannot help
myself. For me, everything is light,
and the play oflight, how it hangs
itself around the curve of a face,
how it fades to black,
how it will shine,
will catch the moisture
oftheeye.

4.
This is loneliness,
this is one moment building
to the next, that moment
building to the next, time
gathering, gathering
like water gathers,
in small puddles,
waiting for something, perhaps
the wind, perhaps memory
doing its work, to disperse it.
5.
I am in Seattle now,
and, it is true,
there are always clouds, clouds
passing over us,
sometimes so white and empty of rain,
I want to believe
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that they could be angels,
I want to make that leap,
but there are no gods, no higher plane
than the one beneath us, no solace,
nothing to lessen death.

6.

My Fresno people
are fading. It is starting
already, memory
betraying me, taking
what it will of all I love,
making all of it,
all of it, disappear.

Where did Camacho live?
Already, his daughter is a ghost
of the child I knew.
How old is she?
Will the buildings I knew
still stand in the hard earth
that held them? Or will they be gone,
the wrecking ball
having done its work?
How will /find my way?
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The Darkening Sky
In the Peach fields ofMadera,
I saw Kiyekatsu trip, his head
landing in front of the tractor's rolling
wheel. By chance, he moved away
and lived.
For the rest of that day,
and for the rest of that summer,
he did not work as fast
as he had before.
Sometimes he would pick a peach
and look at it,
as if that peach was a moment
from his life.
One peach was his mother
dying in a Texas
cotton field, in a shack
the whole family
slept in, the only person to see her die,
her four-year-old granddaughter
barely too young to work.
One peach was a policeman beating
his brother's head into the earth,
his blood soaking into the ground,
spreading outward, like a shadow
at dusk.
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One peach was the woman he loved
leaving him to go back to Mexico,
where, if she had to be poor,
she could at least
be poor with her people.
One peach was that moment,
as Kiyekatsu saw himself,
a fifty-four-year-old man, standing
on a ladder, holding a peach,
caught between the hard-packed earth
and the darkening sky.
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Dust
1. (California To Washington)
There is dust
in the treads of our tires.
The tires spin
and some dust is shaken loose,
and some dust remains.
There is dust
coating the window
of our car. (Everything
is hazy with dust. The dust itself is haze.)
From every state we pass through,
there is dust.

2.

with every movement
with every breath-! breathe
and something else is gonewith every second
I am alive ...
3.
If dust is like memory,
something that falls away,
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then what does it mean
to be washed clean? To be free
of that weight?

4.
We shake off
the dust of our cells,
oblivious to the parts of us
falling away.
Look around you.
Between you and the light,
pecks of dust
that are, that were,
your life.
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Ted Gehrke
Untitled
silent
let us lay here
wrapped
together
and breathe those thoughts
that recall
that moment of greedlessness
when we bartered
our reputations
and were happy
to find each other
very good
liars
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Fifth Grade
Truth
Gregory Heights Grade School
Haiku Contest Winner
did you know
Janet Dewwey
has to
use deodorant
under her tits?
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Ned Cannon

Melancholia
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Christopher Bernard
Wallenda Descending
A flail of wind-a knock-a trip-a wave, like a
hand rolling him sideways-and then downward, soaring,
the rushing air, the shaking pole, the windows flashing by
like a ripped deck of cards, dervish sky, whirling clouds,
catapulting sun, the cold, contemptuous tenseness, the strange
lack of fear, the ground throwing its arms at him, appearing
as nothing, then as a wall-and then the hit. ...
It was a second's off balance. Perfect before: black
touch of the wire on the soles, the quivering line dividing the
quadrants of emptiness, the pole light as grass in his hands,
the crowd heckling with silence below. He saw them part,
like a whirlpool in the sea moving unnaturally outward, as
he fell ....

He had caterpillared down the wire with small steps;
bent, an old man. The band stopped on a leading tone; the
drum rolled, indistinct at this height. But he wasn't listening.
He concentrated on his accomplice, loyal as the sound of a
hiss: black snake winched over the void. It raked his flank
and smacked his armpit like a whip, thrumming, as he
fell ....
The band had flourished and there was a clinking of
applause when he advanced to the edge of the hotel roof. He
waved gravely, wondering at the size of the crowd. The
promotion people knew what they were up to. He jerked his
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shoulder, an old tic of his, throwing it up and out in a little
arc like an irritated shrug. Then he creased his waist to take
the pole from his son.
Just before, he checked the placings holding the wire
at this end and the tightness of the bolts that secured the
winch to the roof. He spit superstitiously in ritual obeisance
to the serpent in the wire, then made a sarcastic comment to
his son, who didn't react. He waved at the others on the
other side, the tenth floor of an apartment complex, vaguely
wondering whose home they were invading. They were
paid; then there was the excitement ofbeing "part of the act."
He could see a child's head winking from the sill.
Bassano double-checked the placings, then the two
of them examined the pole. One end hooked left; Bassano
stood on the other and the old man pulled the hooked end up
hard three or four times. He took the pole in his hands,
tossed it lightly, said, gruffiy, in English, "OK." He held the
pole firmly throughout his descent, and spectators on the
ground said he looked like a great bird with huge, useless
wings as he fell ....
He had arrived twenty minutes early in a limousine
at the hotel's back. Nobody saw him; his arrival was almost
secret, as he wished: he must appear to the audience as if by
magic. He wore an overcoat over the blue bodysock:
nothing of his costume showed except flashes ofblue beneath the knees and his blue slippers, noticed by a biddy
waiting for a cup of chocolate in the lobby, who gaped after
him, wondering why they had allowed in an old bum. The
elevator doors opened like the steel wings of an angel, and
he ascended swiftly to the roof where his son and helpers
awaited him ....
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The morning had dawned cold behind the mountains; the old man rose at the first smudge of light and
strolled around the campsite where the family had set up
for a few days. The trailers were dewy, the grass sodden.
The old man scuffed through the grass and weeds, feeling
his shoes dampen. He didn't think much about the coming
performance--some hotel, what was its name?-there'd
been so many another didn't matter. Next week they'd be
in Vienna, the week following in Bruges, then Genoa,
Florence, Rome, a month in Spain ... . It was getting to be
a bother, criss-crossing Europe like that. And always
working, with no chance to see the sights, stretch and loaf,
have picnics and go to movies like other people. No
vacations! He was getting fed up. He was too old for this.
A circus tent standing in a field outside a city had
been, for, oh how many years, the backdrop familiar to
monotony. A travelling home makes nowhere home, whatever people said, not everywhere. There were endless
sunsets and dawns, dusk, moon, sun, clouds, stars, crowds of
stars, like an audience that waited silently and never applauded. He looked at the sun creeping like a runaway over
the ridge. He thought, again, as whenever he saw the sunrise, of his father, who would be the oldest man in Italy if he
were alive today. And he had never seen him do the wire,
soften it to obedience. Not once. "Not once!" he said with
sudden anger to the sun.
It rose. There had been spots crossing the face of the
sun, but the sun's refulgence remained, blotting the shadows
out; the deep golden glory cast, in a sometimes loving,
sometimes callous joy, its splendor.
When he returned to the trailer, irritated, his wife
was making breakfast and the rest of the family yawning
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about, dressing. Philomena was extremely quiet. The
usual, tiresome anxiety fluttered in her eyes, in her lip
corners. Those dimples he had liked in the beginning were
now crow lines. But still a good-looking woman. Gray
suits her, makes her look serious. Good wife, good mother,
good grandmother. She kept glancing searchingly at him.
Searching for what? He could never guess, gave up trying
long ago. After breakfast she saw that the candle had gone
out in front of the shrine and hastened with excessive
energy (always too much energy, never did know the
meaning of moderation, balance!) to re-light it.
She would spend the morning before the shrine on
her knees, praying for his safety. The idea gave him the
usual mix of feelings--fondness, irritation, gratitude, contempt.
His oldest son left after breakfast with Bassano, the
other helpers and the wire sleeping on its winch. He practiced for an hour on a small worm of a wire near the trailer,
then, wanting a cigarette the doctor had refused him, swung
in a hammock hung between the truck and a poplar. At ten
the hotel limousine arrived. At eleven he took his first step
on the head of the wire. A few minutes later he saw the sun
drop beneath his feet as he fell ....
The year had begun with a new arrival. When the
five younger aerialists and the old man returned, sweaty
from the performance and cracking nervous jokes about the
small, tepid audience, Giovanna raised a child to them from
her breast. Even Philomena, patching tights in the next room,
hadn't heard. She came in after the shouts of the men, nearly
fainted when she saw the newborn.
He spent evenings watching over the cradle, pretend-
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ing to guard the child from the father. Giro became annoyed; father and son argued. They shouted, the old man
threatened to sack him. Giro left, slamming the door
behind him, and the old man snickered and passed his hand
over the child's tummy.
He liked sitting with the baby in the afternoon
sunlight once spring came.
"Yes, yes, yes! He said 'Pappi'! He did! I heard him.
I'm not deaf yet."
In the following weeks he sat over the cradle, straining to hear the word again.
He was impatient for the boy to walk so he could
start training him.
"Never!" Philomena cried out where she sat in the
comer, gouging the eyes from potatoes. "Never! Never!
Never!"
"Poke your goddam potatoes!" he snarled. "All you
know is goddam potatoes! They've left you as blind as you
make them!"
He strung up a low wire near the crib, dancing on it
near the child, making faces, bouncing, making silly, balancing with parasol like a clown, catching the child staring at
him, all giggles and chuckles and ecstasy, from the shadows
of the cradle.
After wintering in southern Italy they went to
Marseilles in the spring, then Switzerland for a month, near
Lake Lucerne and Lake Geneva, then Germany, doing small
towns near Munich, then northern Italy, near Milan, where
he'd been asked to perform at the opening of a new hotel.
He thought of pearl-eyed Agostino lying in his crib staring at
him, whispering, as he fell ....
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The youngest boy had been born 16 years before in
a Padua hospital, the same year he received the telegram
telling him his father was dead and buried (he hadn't gone;
it was too late, anyway). Many circuses had disbanded;
those that hadn't knocked down their people to a skeleton.
Once three-ring circuses now had trouble filling a small
tent. They started holding circuses in large halls and
auditoriums; raising a tent didn't pay.
They had to join a little travelling carnival that
toured around Venice, sometimes to Trieste in the north or
Ravenna in the south. It was the only time they'd had to
abandon the high wire for the low and slack wires. Even
harder, but shaming!
He wondered if he should throw up the whole thing,
seek other work, maybe as a mason in Venice to work the
constant repairs on palaces and churches. His older sons
did odd jobs at the towns they visited, while Philomena's
belly expanded again.
When the new son was born he despaired.
The sun threw a sickly pink gray light over Padua.
He strode up a rise behind the city, the road powder-white
with dust, rising in the wind, salting his eyes. At one point
he stopped, stared vaguely, surprised, around him, then went
on again. At a certain height the road fumed, and below him
the outcrop dropped to a plain of fields. He stared at the
shadows crowding eastward, the clouds flaming from pink
to lavender to green to carmine to black.
A spasm of disgust held him to the edge of the cliff.
"Why did you never come and see me!" he suddenly
shouted at the sun. It startled him. He thought he had been
thinking of his boy.
The sun vanished.
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The small wrinkled child cried loud in the crib. He
grabbed him and, staring at the trailer wall in bitterness and
confusion, wrapped him firm against his chest, trying to
silence him.
He thought of the dark, flaming clouds over Padua
and the sun disappearing into a wall and his hands covered
with wetness as he fell ....
One day a young girl who worked the juice concession in one ofthe towns stood in front of a circus poster and
read it through. The slightly unusual name of one of the
aerialists, printed in bolder lettering than the rest, struck her;
she stared at it, then walked off, practicing it with her
tongue. He was looking from a side tent, watching her face
for her reaction. There was none. He spat in the dirt.
He worked hard, had been for eight years. He
wanted to perform completely without a net, though it
worried his boss. One time someone was going to fall no
matter how good he was; death during a performance could
jinx a circus for years. He worked and argued; finally got
his boss to agree to one performance a day without nets,
with no safety. His performances had grown more elaborate, risky, exuberant; there was something desperate about
them, as though he were trying to prove something-the
crowds cheered, shouted, roared. The crowds grew. "Take
that, take that!" he muttered as they cheered. Months passed,
he didn't fall. The other performers were jealous. The
hands bet on his making it that day, the next, the next. He
kept not falling; they gave up betting. The circus master
shrugged his shoulders, crossed his chest, collected the
proceeds.
One day, when they resumed to the town, the young
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girl passed through the tent flap in the middle of a performance, clutching her ticket. She looked up through the
curtain of her Veronica Lake bangs. There was a young
man twisting and twirling high, high above her head along
a malignant thread of black wire with nothing between him
and the ground but hot, dusty air. She stared at his glittering
shape, twisting in space, his tinseled uniform throwing off
stars oflight in the beacons.
The next day he stopped by in scuffed practice gear
at the stand between practices. She stared at him while he
drank; he stared back with a smug simper.
"I saw you yesterday."
He pretended to nod modestly.
"A dirty job, somebody's got to do it."
"Really?" She looked a mock.
His simper curdled as she wiped the counter between his elbows.
"And of course you never use a net."
He snickered.
"Never."
Then scowled for making him fib, and jerked his
shoulder irritably as though tossing a fly.
"So one of these days you'll fall," she said, pushing
away her bangs. She peered into his face. "And that'll be
the end of a beautiful career."
He stared, turned his eyes, slammed the glass on the
counter and walked.
Later that day he visited the boss in his trailer.
Outside the hands heard the argument. Finally they saw "the
Flying Fool" stride out with a grin on his face. He passed
the refreshment stand and didn't give her the satisfaction of a
look. She still saw the young, smug look on his face.
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net.

From that day till he was in his 50s, he never used a

He could taste the liquid cool from her hand (he
could remember the glass quivering, though whose hand
shook it, Philomena's or his own?) as he fell ....
Early June. A hot sun in the damp air. A smell of
fumed earth at the outskirts of town. A circus tent standing
in an unused field.
One afternoon he had gotten his nerve up and approached the circus master. The master looked him over,
took him to a low wire strung up behind the main tent,
pointed to it. The boy walked up, did a flip up sideways,
eased himself to a stand. He took a few steps forward, a
few back, did a forward roll, standing up again on the wire,
rolled forward again, this time ending on his hands and then
standing on them, straight up, the wire singing under him.
Finally he did three backward somersaults in a row. Then
he fell.
The circus master went up to where he lay, shamefaced in the sawdust. He had strained his wrist when he
landed; his pride hurt worse.
He muttered something with an abashed, disappearingface.
"No matter," the circus master said. "She sings for
you. A good sign. Not bad! Come back next year. Maybe
I'll sign you on if you haven't broken your neck! Next time
we come through. Six months, you could be in the big top.
A year, you could be a star, maybe. Maybe two years! Keep
it up. She sings! But you promise me one thing." He bent
down suddenly, looked him skeptically in the eye, pointed at
the low wire: "I lose too many of you guys think you can do
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anything on a wire. You use a net, you do anything fancy."
He added in English, "OK?" poked him, pealed out in long,
fat laughter. "Keep her singing!"
The boy jerked his shoulder.
The circus left the next morning and he snuck out
early. The circus wagons left the town as the sun poked up,
and fumed onto the main highway north. He almost got sent
back; the master was angry, then laughed for an hour. He
sent his father a note. There was no reply.
He could smell the earth larded with elephant rna_.
nure and the stench of the lions in the morning as he fell ....
The little boy clutches his father's hand as he takes
him into the huge tent that billows and rumbles in the wind
above him. His father sways above him, pointing around
him. The boy stares at the people, the huge ring, the vast
posts that rise to the top of the tent, the heavy ropes that
support the gulfs of canvas. He watches the clowns, acrobats, horses, lions, seals, trapeze artists: a kaleidoscope of
bodies, costumes, animals, a chaos of feathers and shimmering lights, a storm of noise and cotton candy, popcorn and
trumpets, sawdust and dry mud, glitter and sweat.
His father spreads his arm left and right, gesturing
with his hand. He listens to the lions as they roar, the
elephants trumpet, the seals honk, the audience shriek, the
master whistle, the trumpets flourish, the drums rattle. Then
suddenly his father points his arm up toward an almost
invisible black thread strung between huge posts and humming softly, and a man glittering in white waving to the
crowd in the high darkness of the tent.
The drum rolls.
"See!" his father cries out, crouching near the boy's
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ear.
And the man stretches out his arms and walks with
delicacy onto the wire. The wire quivers gently.
"Magnifico, eh!"
The man eases forward, balanced like gossamer over
the abyss, toes backward, then actually runs a few feet
ahead, skipping lightly, and suddenly jumps, touching the
trembling wire like a waterskate on a drop of water, takes
out a short rope from a mysterious back pocket and begins to
skip rope on the high black wire as it quivers and trembles
and shakes and the crowd roars and the cymbals crash.
"See! Look! Amazing, eh!"
Then the man stops, throws the rope into the void,
and stands up on his hands. Right there, on the wire! Then
he does three forward somersaults, throwing himself up
erect and motionless, then four backward and ends on his
hands. Huh! The crowd roar; the cymbals crash.
Then the man balances his body on his forearm on
that edge of snake and razor and spreads his legs wide. With
almost painful slowness, he raises himself to his fist and
pulls his legs together till they are pointing straight up
toward the shadows of the tent. The wire shoves and leaps
crazily under him in defiant obedience and it looks as if he
must plummet at any moment from that unspeakable height.
The cymbals crash louder, louder, the entire band charges
the air with blares and flourishings, and the crowd raves in a
coordinated chaos of enchantment.
The boy's father sits silent, staring at the man above
him. He has forgotten the boy, forgotten where he is, he is
far from all that, boy, family, duties, job; all he sees is a man
who orders and commands the air, a man at the center of all
eyes, of all admiration and wonder; the virtuoso of nothing-
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ness, a man with a serpent over an abyss. And the boy stares
back and forth between his father and the man, steeping
himself in his father's happiness.
When the aerialist returns to the platform, raising his
arms to the applause, he lowers his eyes until they look at
boy and man.
The next morning the boy comes across a length of
rope like a sleeping snake lying in curls and a dead wave in
the backyard. He jerks it, it comes alive and leaps into a
straight line. Then, slowly at first, as though treading a
chasm, he cautiously steps down it, stretching out his arms at
his sides, thinking of how the man looked high on the wire.
He stops, thinking of the crowd below him. A fly lands on
his shoulder; he nervously jerks it away. Then he turns and
steps back up the rope. The fly follows him, he jerks it off
again. Dissatisfied, he goes over to the long low board that
props up the family vegetable patch. He balances himself on
one end and, his arms flapping in the air like a drunken
airplane, walks the whole length of it without falling. He
does it again. And again. The fly follows him as though it
loves him, and buzzes about as he practices all the long
afternoon. The boy doesn't give it a second thought when,
out of patience, he kills it.
He can be seen every day walking back and forth
along the garden fence, his arms stretched out more surely,
more poised, delicate; scowling, sensing beneath him his
father's voice: "Magnificent, eh? ... Amazing!" and then his
silence and distance, the distance of a sleeper in his dream,
and the feel of his eyes. Someday his father will look at him
like that, someday he will be proud of him, someday he will
praise him, someday he will admire him, with all his wonder and awe, and lift him to joy.
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And he sees again the raised arms of the aerialist
high in the circus tent-and smells the scent of elephant
manure and the stench oflions in the morning-and tastes the
cool liquid from the hand of Phil omena-and sees the
scarlet clouds darkening above Papua-and gazes at
Agostino in the shadows looking up amazed at him-and
watches the sun rising for the first time beneath him-and
feels the pole flapping wildly in his hands-and sees the
crowd parting like a whirlpool in the sea beneath him-and
feels the sting of the heavy wire as it rakes his flank like a
whip, recoiling, a flail of wind, a knock, a trip, a wave, like
a hand rolling him sideways, and then downward, soaring,
the rushing air, the shaking pole, the windows flashing by
like a ripped deck of cards, dervish sky, whirling clouds,
catapulting sun, the cold, contemptuous tenseness, the strange
lack of fear, the ground throwing its arms at him, appearing
as nothing, and then as a wall-the look of amazement in his
father's eyes-and then the hit.
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Lenae Noftiger
Dying has its own details
Grandpa's dying had a plywood coffin
we made in the garage.
His had a spot on the ridge
where the sky circles close like hugging.
I would live on that ridge
and wait for the fireweed bloom.
I would take you there, your body
curving around mine. I know
the million small deaths
before flowers sprout from my palms,
so give me the butterflies now
and the little forget-me-nots
because I'm afraid that finally,
finally we are alone.
Maybe death is a long gravel road,
and you go like Jesus to the hill at the end.
Or maybe it's a baited hook you bite
and fight. Maybe death is a lake freezing;
the edges tum crisp blue
before the center goes solid.
Or death means our eyes are finally open,
and Grandpa sees me when I am with you,
our sticky fingers tracing
the tips and edges of each other.
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Maybe what you see in my face
are my grandfather's eyes, and behind them
his mother, Lydia, and all the rest.
Now my steady and plain
ancestors rise inside me, blooming
loose and pink like the wild roses on the ridge.
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Eva Day
Cargo

for Tammy

When I think of you,
I think about dark places
and child cries in the night.
Of closets and the shadows of great coats
that stand human-like. Of parents switching
on the light and hovering, arms encircling,
lips soothing, soothing. There's nothing there.
Nothing to be afraid of, my dear.
When I think of you,
I think of girls growing up
and knowing
there is much to fear.
I think of the centuries of women
silenced with secrets we didn't dare tell.
How we solemnly seal the plastic inside us.
Like the seal ofTupperware,
we snap it closed. Tight.
How it ferments and molds
in spite of safeguarding.
How we are powerless to toss it out.
When I think of you,
I think of the places we store things.
The drawers, the boxes, the bags
of childhood ribbons we tied our hair up in.
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I think of the plastic barrettes with the animal shapes
and the ones of silver or gold we graduated to in junior high.
I think of the multi-colored ponytail twists made of cloth.
The floral bags of make-up we carried to school.
The bags of clothes, toothbrush and comb
we carried with love and kisses to the men in college.
When I think of you,
I think oflaughter. The booming
laughter, the life of you.
I think of you on the ferry,
making the ritual voyage to the city.
Watching the retching waves dark as kohl,
the cloud-blotted sun.
I think of you trying to be warm
and the wind, how it whips you!
Your pale hair flies.
How you pull your coat tighter
but there is no warmth you find.
When I think of you,
I think of Seattle skies.
Of their token tears falling
on numbered streets.
And then I think of the weeks that went
before they found
your bruised body
the cold cargo
in the trunk of your car.
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Allison Cobb
War Letters
I.
Grandpa, what did you give?
Brill-creamed, strong, you hook me
into your lap, tickle with rough chin
thrust into my chest until a cry,
a laugh presses out. You chuckle
low, growl. What words come undone.
Black pants lie flat. The furred stump
protrudes from shorts ironed crisp. You display
scars, point the thigh like a gun.
When you returned, your son did not yet have words.
And grandma, what could you say to her?
The dead who knew you, grandpa, the absence
that visited her, settled in for good.
You limped out after dinner.
My father, a toddler, watched.
Were the women whores then, as they say? The charge
snaps back on me, grandfather. Your son
leaves the house, learns
a language tangled with numbers.
From under your bed the leg pokes,
shoe and sock on.
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Those you visited when you
disappeared. Did the women fear,
as I do, omnipotence?
II.

Mom said I could ask about Koln,
what happened there, but not about
the hospital after. Grandpa's in his grave,
I have been there.
Afternoon I dream the shuttered dreams
of the injured. Shadowed, he stands above me,
dances a bit with two good legs unbandaged,
wants to know Why are you here?
Grandma, left, accepted home
the war-made stranger, saw
her own fighting anger spark
in her dark-eyed, distant son, eruption
from someplace foreign, familiar.
The nothing in the bed replaced
the leg that used to vice her.
The baby knew nothing
he'dremember. Women,oldmen
peopled his wombed comers.
An adult- he's too busy to see her.
He works through dinner:
Q Division, X Division, SST,
alphabet circled with razorwire.
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Three a.m.,
grandma creaks the door open.
Darling are you suffocating?
Live in the sticky
grip of the vanished,
grandma makes insomniac offerings.
Yes, he was a wonderful husband.
The bruise on my thigh blooms into a black
mouth singing make me make me make me.
Bombers taking off suck sound from our dirt plot.
Grandma draws a line
ofblood around me.
Shells with millions of tiny teeth return to shore.
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BrianFoye
13 Ways of Looking at Jack Kerouac
One fall morning I was sitting in my office at
Middlesex Community College in Lowell, preparing for the
day's classes, when a neatly dressed, elderly man knocked
on my open door. He apologized for intruding, and didn't
want to stay long, but he'd sometimes seen my name in the
local newspaper concerning literary events in Lowell and he
wanted to give me a photograph of Jack Kerouac. He put the
photograph on my desk. "I had the picture on my desk at
work for thirty years," he said, "but I retired last year and
thought you might like to see it." The photograph was taken
in 1943, and it shows Jack Kerouac, the man's sister, and
Kerouac's sister Caroline having drinks at a nightclub in
New York City.
It's somewhat rare, in Kerouac circles, for a photograph ofKerouac and his sister together, especially one with
his sister in her WACS uniform, but I was more intrigued by
the man and his recollections ofKerouac. Did he know
Kerouac well?
Yes, they were best friends for many years, and his
sister was a close friend of Caroline Kerouac throughout her
life. They were all children of French Canadian immigrant
parents, raised with the same cultural identity, and in the
1930's they were neighbors in the Pawtucketville section of
Lowell. For many years he walked to school with Kerouac.
Had he ever talked to Kerouac biographers? No, never, it
was too much a family matter, and in Lowell that often
means private. But he had read parts of some of the biogra-
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phies, and he didn't recognize his friend. It wasn't that
Kerouac had become unrecognizable in his own lifetime-though my visitor did admit he was baffled, even troubled,
by all the profound personal changes Kerouac went through
after he moved to New York after 1939--but that Kerouac
was unrecognizable in the biographies.
What was most remarkable about our conversation,
besides the wonderfully evocative photograph, was that it
followed a kind of common pattern for me. I have met many
personal friends of Jack Kerouac, outside ofliterary circles,
and they often say the same thing: they don't recognize the
person in the biographies. How could this be? Kerouac set
out to write his own life, and his novels are either first
person narratives or thinly-veiled accounts of his own
experiences. Kerouac insisted on the honesty of his writings. Few American authors have ever been so personal,
few literary estates have been burdened by the kind of public
economy that accrues to so much personal attention, and yet,
for some reason, we're still no closer to understanding Jack
Kerouac.
There is great irony there, of course-the more
attention that is focused on Kerouac the less meaning we're
able to extract from his life. Anyone who has kept up with
the steady stream of newspaper articles, magazine pieces,
and Kerouac biographies can identify with the weariness
Kerouac felt at the end of his life. As Kerouac told Aram
Saroyan and the Paris Review in 1967, "Notoriety and
public confession in literary form is a frazzler of the heart
you were born with, believe me."
What's wrong with Kerouac biographies? Seen
through the limited prism of one particularly important
incident-Kerouac's decision to leave Lowell for Columbia
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University in New York-it is possible to see how biographers have hopelessly confused Kerouac's life and art,
illuminating neither his life nor his art. This incident or
episode, of course, was one of the most important in
Kerouac's life, for it was in New York that Kerouac found
the sympathetic artistic companionship which would one day
lead, like it or not, to the cultural movement known as the
Beat Generation. But before looking at this turning point in
Kerouac's life, and how it's treated by biographers, it's
worth starting at the end.

***
In January of 1967, Jack Kerouac returned to Lowell,
Massachusetts, the city of his birth. The author of over
sixteen books-not to mention scattered pieces of poetry,
prose, and pure spontaneous expression; millions of words
penciled in worn, dimestore notebooks-Kerouac had
become, by sheer force of will and magnificent talent, what
he had dreamed of becoming as a boy: a writer.
But becoming a writer had exacted great demands,
and Kerouac's return to Lowell could hardly be called a
triumphant one. The great machinery that determines which
American writers shall be called popular or serious had
decided Kerouac was difficult and unruly, his books hardly
books at all. More immediate and troubling than this critical
indifference was the state of his private life and his deteriorating physical condition. His mother was ill and suffering
from a stroke that left her bedridden. His only sister had
died suddenly, a disturbing echo of the death of his older
brother Gerard when Jack was four. To make matters
worse, Kerouac was drinking heavily. Usually he drank at
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home, with his mother, finishing offbottles of Johnny Walker
Red Label, preferring to drink it out of small, orange-plastic
prescription drug vials, calling it his medicine. And he
continued to use amphetamines, speed pills shipped to him
in a plain brown box from a doctor in Ohio.
Jack Kerouac's last year in Lowell is a curious one,
often portrayed by biographers as one long constant drinking
binge, punctuated only by outrageous barroom antics or runins with the Lowell Police Department. This image of
Kerouac in Lowell as a drunken deviant was widely promoted within the city itself. When I was growing up in
Lowell in the 1970's, I often heard stories about the famous
writer who once lived in the neighborhood, wore pajamas
until late in the afternoon, and drank in disreputable places.
In the 1980's, fresh out of college in Boston, when I returned
to Lowell and established a non-profit organization to build
a monument to Jack Kerouac in his home town, I was often
accosted by older citizens and told, frankly, I was wasting
my time. Kerouac was a drunken bum. In 1986 I went
before the Lowell Cultural Council seeking a grant to publish a walking guide to Jack Kerouac's Lowell places, and
one woman on the committee was openly horrified: she
lived near Kerouac in 1967, and ifhe wasn't urinating in
public then hippie stragglers were camped on her lawn,
waiting for a glimpse of their counter-culture hero. I assured
her that Kerouac's last address was not listed in the guidebook, and I was awarded a small grant.
Those who complained about the public Kerouac
admitted that they didn't actually know the private Kerouac,
and yet the interpretation ofKerouac as an embarrassment on
the community became conventional. The poet Philip Larkin
advanced the idea that a writer's life and his work will
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always be judged together, and that either the life or the
work will be reappraised until the two are in balance. For
many in Lowell it was a much simpler equation-Kerouac
wasn't much of a person or a writer. Kerouac's affectionate
novels of his childhood in Lowell were largely unrecognized, just as his public behavior was magnified. This was
the general climate of Lowell in the 1970's and 80's, and it
conditioned every Kerouac biographer who came to the city
looking for their subject. Consequently, while biographers
may help us understand the mood and climate of Lowell in
the 1970's and 1980's, they have not helped us to understand Jack Kerouac.
Conversations with friends, relatives, and neighbors
offer a portrait ofKerouac in 1967 that is prismatic or
tessellated at best. It is made up of many images, but lacks a
clear narrative thread. Here is Kerouac, alone in his room,
working on the manuscript of Vanity ofDuluoz. Here he is,
alone in his room, color coding his collection of jazz tapes
and records, indexing every song in his own card catalog.
Here is Kerouac neatly filing his manuscripts and correspondence, or imagining his ancestry and working to fill notebooks. Here he is drinking at Nicky Sampas' bar, leaving
early to walk across Gorham Street and wait inside Towers
News for a ride home from the owner, Paul Dunigan.
(Kerouac would tum over an empty milk crate, talk about
literature, and thumb through the Pocket Poets series he
asked Dunigan to stock but no one ever bought.) Here he is
drinking late at Nick's bar, on a night when a marginally
famous Lowell-born character actor returned from Hollywood for a brief visit-the door was locked and Macbeth
was performed, with Kerouac supplying all the words from
memory, even offering to take the more difficult part of Lady
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Macbeth for himself.
There is more. Here is Kerouac, early in the morning, standing on his head for the neighborhood kids, gently
lecturing them on the curative powers of gravity. Here he is
watching football on television on a Sunday afternoon at his
brother-in-law's house, tossing a ball with a nephew. Here
he is with the windows of his Sanders Ave. house wide
open, playing jazz tapes for friends at full volume, or trying
his hand at the piano. Here he is at home, drinking with his
mother, arguing or talking about the past. Here he is in a
friend's house, clowning with children, pretending to play a
basement column or pole like a stand-up bass, then acting
out the story of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Here is Kerouac
being interviewed by The Paris Review, the Boston Globe,
and Canadian television: a public figure still. Here is
Kerouac with his good friend Joe Chaput, riding around
Lowell in Joe's car, mixing French and English in private
conversations.
These incidents are like multi colored fragments, or,
if you will, lines of type, each one separate and telling. But
what unites these incidents, what leads them together, is
Kerouac 's own frazzled heart, and like every human heart its
center remains a mystery. I would say that Kerouac 's heart,
at the end of his life, is what physicists call "an emergent
property": as structures grow increasingly complex it is the
one thing which arises that we don't understand. This
frazzled heart grew out ofKerouac's life experiences and
, individual temperament and it conditioned both his fiction
and his memory of his life experiences, but it seems to me
that biographers never make that distinction for certain.
What is certain is that one year after moving to
Lowell, Kerouac and his mother and his wife, Stella
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Sampas, left the city for St. Petersburg, Florida. Then,
within a year, Kerouac is dead. He died on Tuesday, October 21, 1969 at 5:45am at St. Anthony's Hospital in St.
Petersburg, Florida. "He died," wrote Dudley Clendinen in
the next day's St. Petersburg Times, "despite transfusions of
15liters (about 15 quarts) ofblood." His death at the age of
4 7 has often been called a tragedy.

***
A quarter century after Kerouac's death, his impressive literary achievements and the work of his contemporaries are receiving a good deal of popular and serious attention. All ofKerouac's books are again in print, with new
ones emerging from the management of his estate. Musical
groups and individual performers with an enormous popular
following often cite Kerouac as an influence. Fine schools
such as New York University are hosting academic conferences on Kerouac and the Beat Generation. These forces
contribute to the perception that Kerouac's death at the age
of 4 7 was indeed a tragedy, but the greater tragedy here has
been the inability of biographers to adequately illuminate
Kerouac's art and his life. These assertions can be brought
into focus if we look at a few biographical interpretations of
Kerouac's decision to attend Columbia University in New
York on a football scholarship.
Ann Charters, the first to write a full length study of
Kerouac 's life, was "on the scene," as they say in Beatnik
circles, and her biography is wonderfully rich and lucid on
Kerouac between 1944 and 1967, perhaps the most creative
and productive period of his life. But her time in Lowell is
brief. On the first page of her biography she approaches the
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topic of Lowell's emotional hold over Kerouac and sees it
as a kind of geographic and psychological undertow. "He
had left Lowell after high school," she writes in Kerouac: A
Biography, "but emotionally, he never left it at all, and
whatever it was that held him there was always with him."
Charters asserts that Kerouac 's affection for Lowell and his
boyhood was the product of fancy, not reality. That must be
true for many people, but in Kerouac's case it is especially
true since, as Charters writes, "Lowell is not a town that's
easy to feel sentimental about." Lowell is "poor, dirty, and
rundown, both working class and obstinately bourgeois,
belligerently provincial."
Charters visited Kerouac in Lowell, helped to
compile his bibliography, and understood the hold it had on
him. "His life centered there," she writes. But in its first
hard cover edition, Charters' biography spends only ten
pages, out of365, on the period between Kerouac's birth
and the time he left Lowell for New York. Since Kerouac
died at the age of 4 7, you might say Charters' biography
spends only ten pages on one-third ofKerouac's life.
Clearly, she did not conduct any extensive research, independent of conversations with Kerouac, on the first seventeen years of his life. The irony, perhaps, is that Kerouac
spent much ofhis creative life trying to capture what he
called his "beautiful childhood" in Lowell.
Charters is brief on Kerouac 's transition from
Lowell to New York and on his decision to attend Columbia
University. She writes that "he was offered an athletic
scholarship to either Notre Dame or Columbia. His father
wanted Notre Dame, his mother Columbia. Jack chose
Columbia, with a year before at Horace Mann in New
York." The focus of Charters' biography then shifts to New
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York. She doesn't linger in Lowell.
Five years after Kerouac: A Biography, Barry
Gifford and Lawrence Lee published Jacks Book: An Oral
Biography ofJack Kerouac, and in their prologue they
assess the curious relationship between the fabric of
Kerouac 's life and the material of his fiction. "In what
follows," they promise, "you will read again and again, in
many voices, that Kerouac's novels were fiction, not reportage. We agree. It is fascinating to see the way in which real
people, places, and events are utilized in the books, which
then fed back to alter reality, but the technical leaps and the
heartbreaking beauty ofKerouac's prose take his novels into
a realm far beyond that of a reporter or diarist."
Unfortunately, once we're through the prologue and
on to the first page of Jacks Book, Gifford and Lee's editorial comments contain a number of factual mistakes and
questionable interpretations. They imply that the tenements
ofPawtucketville are somehow part of Little Canada. They
mistake the essential character of Lowell, its neighborhoods,
as ''villages." (I suppose that seems like a semantic difference, but when Gifford and Lee say "Lowell has swallowed
up a collection of villages, each with its own history" they
imply that the villages came before the founding of the city,
and that is certainly not the case.) They state that Kerouac
"grew up in a succession of rent houses and flats in Dracut
and Pawtucketville." The Kerouac's never lived in Dracutit's a wholly separate town. These minor errors are all in
the first paragraph of the book, and as they accumulate they
diminish the credibility of the editorial voice between the
first-person accounts.
There's another implication in Gifford and Lee's first
paragraphs that seems disingenuous to me. Discussing
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Lowell and its location, they correctly find it at the
confluence of the Merrimack and Concord rivers. For
Gifford and Lee it is "the leisurely Concord, a river which is
a river only as Lowell is a city, on an old scale-New
England's." I won't discuss the hydropower or cubic feet
per second of the Concord as it passes through Lowell, but
the second part of Gifford and Lee's observation, like
Charters' characterizations of the city, completely misses
the point about Kerouac's Lowell. The 1925 census, the
first official census to count Jean Louis Lebris de Kerouac,
the youngest child of Leo and Gabrielle, has Lowell's
population just shy of 125,000 people, making it one ofthe
50 largest cities in the United States. Equally interesting is
the fact that an astounding 75% of Lowell's 125,000 list
themselves as first or second generation immigrants to
America.
Later, Gifford and Lee discuss the flood of 1936,
claiming that the Merrimack rose "covering the sandbars that
were the boys' usual playground and, finally, the Textile
Bridge itself, isolating Little Canada from downtown
Lowell." The flood never covered the Textile Bridge, and
since Little Canada was on the same side of the river as the
downtown it couldn't possibly be separated from downtown
Lowell. There are more minor errors. The point is that
Gifford and Lee address Kerouac's decision to attend
Columbia University in New York within the climate of
these many reportorial and editorial mistakes.
Gifford and Lee recount the story ofKerouac 's
football scholarship, but unlike Charters' biography the
second school in question is now Boston College, not Notre
Dame, and Gifford and Lee discuss the decision in terms of
its impact on Leo Kerouac 's employment as a printer.
"Leo's bosses at the printery," write Gifford and Lee, "were
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enlisted by the recruiters from Boston College to help them
get Kerouac for their team." Gifford and Lee give Kerouac's
many reasons for choosing Columbia over Boston College,
and, they write, "soon afterward Leo was fired from the
print shop, and ever after, Jack believed he had been responsible for Leo's misfortune by refusing to go to Boston
College." There are no first person accounts to substantiate
this story or to support the notion that Kerouac 's decision
affected his father's fortunes.
In 1979, a year after Jacks Book, Dennis MeN ally
published Desolate Angel: Jack Kerouac, the Beat Generation, and America. McNally, a graduate student at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst in the seventies,
spent time in Lowell searching for the influence it had over
Kerouac. "Extract the essence of Lowell's lifeblood,"
writes McNally, "and you will find alcohol." More particular to Kerouac, McNally writes that "the walk through Little
Canada to and from classes fixed forever the giant capitalist
power ofthe mills in Jacky's mind."
McNally's observation on Kerouac's early socialism
hints at his most serious drawback as a biographer: his
portrait ofKerouac's early years is taken almost whole from
Kerouac 's novels. In particular, Visions of Gerard, Doctor
Sax, Maggie Cassidy, and Vanity ofDuluoz are used as
biographical source material. McNally takes incidents or
experiences that are in Kerouac's novels, provides his own
narrative framework, including dialogue, and calls it
Kerouac's life. That seems troubling to me, and it is hard to
think of another twentieth century writer whose biographers
rely so heavily on the author's fiction to tell the story of his
or her life. Of course, one could argue that Kerouac 's art
was his life, but if that's true then there'd be no need for
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biography.
McNally covers Kerouac's decision to accept a
football scholarship to Columbia rather than Boston College.
"B.C. was a comfortable Jesuit school only thirty miles
from Boston," writes McNally, "and Joe Sullivan, Leo and
Nin's bosses at Sullivan Brothers Printing Company was a
school trustee; Leo argued for the home squad... . Not that
it was ever really a contest. Disappointing his father was
cause for many an orgy of self-punishment over the ensuing
years-as Jack would later tell the story, Leo lost his job on
account ofhis decision." The point of view is interesting,
because it provides biographical research (i.e. Nin also
worked at Sullivan Brothers, and there was a connection to
Boston College with the Sullivan family) with a point of
view that is largely Kerouac (i.e. there was pressure from
Leo's bosses to pass up a scholarship from Columbia in
New York and accept one closer to home.) The story is not
pursued, and so interesting questions about the relationship
ofNin and Leo are not addressed. When Leo worked at
Sullivan Brothers at this pivotal point in Jack's life, what
was that like? Were there twenty co-workers or two hundred? One shift or three? Did Leo have close friends at
work? Did Nin have close friends at work? Was Nin also
fired when her brother ignored the scholarship offer from
Boston College?
Published four years after Desolate Angel, Gerald
Nicosia's Memory Babe also connects Kerouac's athletic
abilities with Leo's business fortunes, taking the situation a
step further by eliminating McNally's "as Jack would later
tell the story" and elevating it to biographical fact. Here is
Nicosia's version: "Leo was now working at Sullivan
Printing, which handled all the job work for Boston College,
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a Catholic school. Leahy [the Boston College coach]
pressured the Sullivan Brothers, and they in tum pressured
Leo, offering him a promotion if Jack signed with Leahy and
hinting that if Jack went elsewhere he would be fired.
Undeterred, Gabrielle made arrangements for Jack to stay
with her stepmother in Brooklyn while he attended Horace
Mann. Soon afterward, Leo had to go on the road to find
work." The cause and effect is clear. The Sullivans hinted
that Jack should go to B.C., and when he declined Leo was
fired. Nicosia even adds the notion that Leo would be
promoted if Jack accepted a scholarship to Boston College.
What started in a 1973 biography as a decision between
Nctre Dame and Columbia ends in a 1983 biography with a
choice between a promotion for Leo Kerouac or a lifetime
of guilt over his firing. The story of Leo Kerouac, Sullivan
Brothers printers, and Jack's athletic talent is a fine example
ofthe shoddy scholarship and misdirected energy that
consumes Kerouac biographers and the telling of Jack's life.
To believe Leo Kerouac was fired because Jack turned
down a football scholarship means you have wholeheartedly
bought into Kerouac's fiction as a substitute for his life. It is
worth looking at two places in Kerouac's fiction which
mention this pivotal episode in Kerouac's life.
The story first appears in Maggie Cassidy, written in
1953 and first published in 1959:
After that it was just a question of getting on
with the ambitions that my family and I had
decided for my life so, I went to New York
with my mother and we saw Rolfe Fimey at
Columbia who'd written after my old high
school football coach Tam Keating had
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touted or scouted me to his old friend of the
Boston dog races Lu Libble, Lu Libble the
big Columbia coach, both of them in the
"ribbon committees: of the great crazy dog
racing night of electrified rabbits in the huge
darkness near Suffolk Downs with its giant
gas tank so huge that I keep seeing it by dog
tracks and by the sea in my life-I was going
to make my pipe-smoking goldenwindowed
dormitory studies in this great university of
the world. I was so proud that when Boston
College and Coach Francis Fahey later of
Notre Dame tried to get me the following
summer I didn't change my mind but stuck to
my idea ofNew York, Columbia, Horace
Mann prep school, despite the fact that my
poor father wanted me to go to Boston
College because it would secure his recent
new job in Lowell in a printing plant that did
all the jobwork for Boston College, Emil
Duluoz once more popular and solidnevertheless both my Ma and I had minds set
on Columbia.
There are three points worth making about this
paragraph in relation to Kerouac's biographers: I) Nicosia's
characterization of the print shop "which handled all the job
work for Boston College" sounds very much like Kerouac's
"that did all the jobwork for Boston College;" 2) McNally's
version, with its assertion that the decision was already
made before Leo could argue for Boston College, is based
largely on Kerouac's Maggie Cassidy; and 3) Charters'
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confusion over Boston College and Notre Dame is partially
explained in this passage. In this first fictionalized account,
from 1953, there's mention of Leo Kerouac feeling more
secure at his job, a matter of pride and respect, but really no
mention of retribution; in fact, the decision lacks dramatic
tension in this version since Kerouac had committed to
Columbia well before he was pursued by Boston College.
The episode appears again in Kerouac's fiction,
more than a decade later, in Vanity ofDuluoz. Written near
the end of his life, Vanity ofDuluoz offers a more dramatic
account ofhis decision:
The next step was to pick a college. My
mother insisted on Columbia because she
eventually wanted to move there to New
York City and see the big town. My father
wanted me to go to Boston College because
his employers, Callahan Printers of Lowell,
were promising him a promotion if he could
persuade me to go there and play under
Francis Fahey. They hinted he'd be fired ifi
went to any other college ... There were big
arguments in the kitchen. My father was
fired. He went downtrodden to work in
places out of town, always riding sooty old
trains back to Lowell on weekends.
The differences between the two pieces of fiction are
striking, and one could write a great deal about the significant changes in such things as content, tone, and prose style.
One might even attempt a biographical analysis on the
changes Kerouac went through between, say, 1953 and 1965,
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and how they are reflected in these two pieces of fiction.
One might argue that at some point between 1953 and 1965,
Jack Kerouac felt the need to attach an almost paralyzing
guilt, with aspects of persecution, to his decision to separate
from his family. But the great mistake made by all Kerouac
biographers to date is to assume that Maggie Cassidy or
Vanity ofDuluoz is a "true" account of what happened to
Jack Kerouac and his family in 1939 when Kerouac's world
shifted its center from Lowell to New York. It should also
be noted, in passing, that the striking similarity between
Nicosia's version of this episode and Kerouac's treatment in
Vanity ofDuluoz-the promise of a promotion, the "hint" of
a firing, the retribution by the bosses, the trips out of town
for work-is indicative of the failure ofKerouac biographers to distinguish his life from his art.
Kerouac 's two versions of the same incident are
understandable, even telling, for they are works of fiction
written at different points in his life. They lend themselves
to a biographical interpretation, but not on the level offered
by Nicosia and other Kerouac biographers. My point is that
it is one thing for Kerouac to make his art out of his life,
another thing entirely for biographers to tum that art back
into life. Biographers have an obligation to get things right,
especially when the truth probably holds deeper significance
for the study ofKerouac. What actually happened in 1939
when Jack Kerouac decided to attend Columbia University?
To date, as far as I know, only one person took the
time to ask the Sullivan family for their version of the same
events. Jay McHale, a professor of English at Salem State
College in Massachusetts, and one of the first to sponsor an
academic conference on Kerouac and the Beats, was intrigued when Nicosia's version ofKerouac's decision was
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reprinted in a story by Boston Globe sportswriter Michael
Madden. Madden's simple point was that recruiting violations have been a constant in the last century of college
athletics. McHale wrote to William Sullivan. Sullivan was
a Boston College alumnus and supporter who worked in the
family printing business in Lowell in the 1930's. As for
Nicosia's version, wrote Sullivan, none of that was true.
There was no competition for Jack Kerouac, and there
wasn't any pressure put on anybody. The fact was that Leo
Kerouac was fired from Sullivan Brothers for drinking on
the job. Leo Kerouac's drinking problem, coupled with his
naturally boisterous manner, cost him many printing jobs in
Lowell and forced him to look for work outside the city of
Lowell. Leo's misfortunes had nothing to do with Jack
Kerouac's decision to attend Columbia University in New
York.

***
There are many other important points where Charters, McNally, Gifford and Lee, and especially Nicosia,
accept Kerouac's fictional account ofhis life, thus missing a
genuine chance to help us explain and understand this complicated writer. I say this is especially true of Memory
Babe because it offers itself as the definitive study of
Kerouac 's life, when the truth is that the central intelligence
of the biographer, the imaginative focus, is absent and the
pieces do not hold together. Ultimately, Memory Babe is
seven hundred pages of unrelated paragraphs. It's as if
Kerouac lived his whole life without a cerebral cortex: no
reasoning, no attempt to make sense of things, no ability to
focus experience in some creative, worthwhile order.
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Kerouac 's absent-spirited return to Lowell in 1967,
seen as an attempt to recapture his "glorious boyhood" in
Lowell, was an impossible pursuit. It was impossible, not
because Lowell had changed or America had changed or
Kerouac had deteriorated into a drunken wreck, but for the
fact that Kerouac's real boyhood in Lowell was not glorious.
Only the fictional accounts of his boyhood are glorious.
Biographers have yet to explain the transitional years of Jack
Kerouac's life-the move to Columbia and New York, the
death ofhis father, the inability (even unwillingness) to
separate from his mother-and how these forces fueled both
his restless, unhappy nature and his artistic achievements in
pursuit of his own legend.
We should search again for the real Kerouac who
grew up in Lowell, and try harder to separate his life from
his fiction. The new pursuit to free his art from his life
should not be driven by biographers looking to make whole
careers and mini industries out ofKerouac, but for the desire
to understand the mysteries of his heart. This nearer-understanding will free up our readings ofKerouac's prose,
enabling us to enjoy his works again without forcing them to
carry the burden of our present biographical perspectives.
"The understanding of the mysteries," said Dr. Sax, "will
bring forth your understanding in the maples."
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Andy Warhol

SelfPortrait II
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E. Ethelbert Miller
14th Street Station
I want to hug you close
in subways that no longer
belong to New York and feel
the softness beneath your
dress like when you walk or
dance and the poetry is in
your eyes and I read them
aloud and taste the words
on my tongue and to speak
anotherlanguageistolove
and touch you tonight or to
follow you home is to say
I will miss you whenever
I breathe in dark places or
where trains run and your
hands remain invisible on
my chest like tracks we
might one day cross
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David Dodd Lee
Beauty
It could be enough, a little light through the leaves, clouds
reflecting off water
while I eat an orange, a nap in the afternoon, the sun warm
on my back, long long hours just thinking. I'm my father's
son, that's for sure, intolerant, but lonely, disarmed
by the onus ofliving completely inside myself.
My lover's across town, in her bed. We fucked all afternoon,
then I drove home to avoid having to talk to her kid,
just three and a half, who'd be back from his father's, and
watching cartoons.
He's a hyper little guy, admittedly cute, likes to hang from
my belt
while I spin. We pretend he's a plane, something I never
did,
play with adults, since I was taught to sit still and watch.
That was a long time ago. And I became good at what I was

taught.

Too good, I guess, bright water, the trees, her hair lifting in a
warm breeze.
She's home with her son. It's sunny. He's nothing like me.
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Kristin Kovacic
Green
I got in your car carrying my piccolo, still warm
from band practice, in its crushed blue velvet case.
Your black signature on the register: Sam Giancanna,
a joke I didn't get. A gangster.
There were complimentary pretzels in the ashtray
on the dresser. Wrapped in plastic, a pink twist tie.
Everything I had imagined happening, happened.
And then you did what you had imagined.
You drove me home the back way. I sat on my hands
to keep the blood off your yellow upholstery.
The trees sheltering that gravel road were linden,
I now know. Fast-growing, hardy, dense with leaves.
I have forgiven you everything that happened. But ·
the trees, the trees.
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Heather Brittain Bergstrom
Nearing the End of Your Fifteenth Year
You weren't a fool-a handful ofMidol in the locker room,
warm gymnasium water-you hid the bottle,
awoke in the nurse's room to your mother
pulling Kleenexes from her purse.
The migraines continued all spring.
You felt lucky when he left his clothes on,
your father on top of you.
Your boyfriend's shag carpet left bums on your back.
He told you to slow down,
but you wanted it over with
like so many things: sun through the Biology lab window,
smell of formaldehyde, dissected worms.
Enough to make any girl puke, the nurse said.
On Fridays your mother ironed laundry
just inside the back door (your father's shirts hanging
in a row). You used the front.
Throwing up in a garbage can beside your bed,
you told your father to leave your room
or you would scream.
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The lake water was always warmest in August
when the bees were so thick in the clover
you had to wear sandals right to the edge.
Your boyfriend tried pulling you onto the inner-tube beside

him.

But you wanted to swim alone,
where your feet no longer touched bottom.
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House Sestina
It's always there in my dreams, old house
in Tennessee that my mother
was born in. It had so many rooms
three-fourths were closed off. Awake, I imagine her body
small and hidden in the linen closet. As big, she said,
as the maid's room where she kept her dolls.
In my dreams there are no dolls
and I am alone in that house.
The Dream Encyclopedia says
nothing ofhouses representing mothers
though they are symbolic of the body,
especially the female one. About rooms:
varied meanings, but generally rooms
symbolize stages of childhood. The absence of dolls
is the absence of beauty. And it's her small body
I am looking for in the large house.
Awake, I can see it and the arms of her mother
pulling open the wide closet doors to say,
"Father is looking for you. He says
you've been playing in the maid's room
again when he told you not to." On her knees my mother
crawls out. In her father's hands are her dolls.
He's made it his evening search ofthe house
and now holds against his chest their cloth bodies.
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If the house I wander through is the grown body
of my mother, then the rooms, as the Encyclopedia says,
are stages of her childhood - though her family left the house
when she was six, moving across state to a three bedroom.
I've never seen a picture of the house. As for the dolls,
she never saw them again -though her mother
remembers binding their porcelain arms to pack them. Her
mother:
the grandmother I never loved, thin wrinkled body
and hands that smelled of cigarettes when she'd reach for my
dolls
saying how pretty they were, saying
when I spent the night, I could stay in mother's old room.
Alone in my dreams and on my knees in the house
that becomes my house, I look for my mother
and find her in my grandfather's room. I push myself
between their bodies.
She turns, saying nothing, hands tied in front like a doll's.
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Paul Quenon

Infinity
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Andy Warhol

Nude
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Lesa Luders
When Cassius Clay
Vinny, my neighbor, never called me a tow-head, but
my Grandmother Louise did. She called me her tow-head
girl. She raised me after my mother lost control of her car
when she was driving home from my overdue baby shower.
In the years that passed, Grandmother Louise's name got
shortened to Mamalou--Mamalou Rector. I had a different
last name. I was a Baker and that name was all I knew about
my father. My first name was Lorraine, but folks called me
Rainy.
Vinny got even with me for making fun of his carrotcolored hair and flood-pants by calling me Lorraine.
"That's the dumbest name I ever heard--Lorraine." All the
bad things I ever said to Vinny were in private, just between
the two of us, but he took public revenge, ridiculing me on
the schoolgrounds. "Lorraine picks her nose, Lorraine wets
her bed, Lorraine can't read."
Now and then, ifl drank too much water before bed,
I woke up in a pool of pee. To protect the mattress,
Mamalou put a plastic tarp beneath the sheet. When Vinny
sat on my bed and heard the plastic crackle, he had the
perfect ammunition to embarrass me on the playground. As
we rode our bikes to the post office where I retrieved the
mail for Mamalou, he taught me how to spell son-of-a-bitch
and bastard, and then he introduced me to a new word he
learned from his father's Playboy magazines "Scrotum," he
said. "S-c-r-o-t-u-m." His bangs tipped over his left eye as
he cocked his head at me. "It means balls."
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"Sounds like a stupid word for a ball."
"You're the stupid." Vinny always sounded like he
had a plugged nose.
Vinny was good at spelling, but he was bad at sports.
Everyday at recess when the class met on the blacktop to
choose teams for dodgeball, he was the last one to be picked
because he'd howl like a cat in heat if the ball grazed him.
He was standing with the leftovers when he pointed at me:
"Lorraine sleeps with a nightlight." He snorted. "Lorraine's
a big baby."
With the whole class watching--all eleven of them--I
ran off the blacktop. I raced through the lot surrounding the
sawmill and took a short-cut across Parson's pasture. The
cowpies were fresh and green. When I slipped through the
barbwire fence, one of the barbs caught my dress and slit it
from the waist to the hemline. I owned five dresses, one for
each day of school. Now I only had four and it was Vinny's
fault.
Mamalou was out grocery shopping when I burst
through the door. I sat on the couch studying the newspaper,
waiting for her to come back. Cassius Clay, the reigning
heavyweight champion of the world, was in the sports
section. He was Vinny's hero. I wanted him to get whupped
by Smoking Joe Frazier. Vinny deserved it.
When Mamalou got home, she put her palm on my
forehead. "You leave school sick?" she asked. Below the
hem of her dress, support hose disguised the river of veins
protruding on the back of her legs. She pressed her lips to
my forehead, checking for fever. "You don't feel hot. "Her
wire rimmed glasses made perfect circles around her eyes.
"You've never run out of school like this before, Rainy."
"Vinny told everybody I sleep with a nightlight." I
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crawled onto her lap. Her body felt sturdy, like an old oak
tree.
"My tow-head girl."
That night, after Mamalou put my nightlight in the
socket and tucked me into bed, the plastic tarp beneath my
sheet crackled. I was nearly convinced I'd hate Vinny for
the rest of my life when I remembered something Mamalou
once told me: when I was a toddler I hit Vinny in the nose
with a rake handle. I only remembered it from Mamalou's
telling, but maybe Vinny's memory was better than mine.
Maybe he held it against me?
Beyond my window, across the yard, the breeze
tossed the curtains in Vinny's room. His light was on. I took
one of my Mexican jumping beans from the plastic case and
cupped it in my hand as I went to the window. I'd been
hoarding the beans for so long the worms that made them
jump were dead. I tossed the bean through his open window
and waited for Vinny to stick his head out. Enclosed within
the window's frame, he looked like a portrait that hangs on a
wall. His hair was slicked back and his teeth were gleaming
white. "Evening Rainy." I thought he sounded like a gentleman and guessed he learned such talk from his father. Unlike
most men in Pike who worked at the sawmill, Vinny's father
wore suits and ties. He sold aluminum siding. He was on
the road most of the time, coming home a couple of weekends a month.
I crawled out my window and leaned against Vinny's
house. "You didn't have to tell everyone I sleep with a
nightlight."
"But you do."
"So?"
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"So don't chastise me for telling the truth." Chastise
was a new word from his dictionary. He'd been looking for
another word when he found it, a word he'd overheard his
father use to his mother: cunt.
"Hey, Vinny? Do you remember when we were
little? Your nose broke?"
He pulled dental floss between his teeth. "You
speared me with a rake handle."
"You remember?"
"Dad told me. That's why I talk funny. Nasal, my
Dad calls it. My sinuses got messed up."
"You think maybe you been holding that against me
all this time?"
He pointed at the bridge of his nose. "I got to live
with this bump for the rest of my life."
I'd never noticed the bump before. It was real tiny,
no bigger than a pebble. "I probably didn't mean to do it," I
said. "But I'm sorry you've got a bump on your nose."
"And messed up sinuses." He twisted the strand of
dental floss around his finger. "You did it."
"I told you I was sorry. What do you want me to do
about it? You want to break my nose?" He nodded. My
slippers slid across the dewy grass as I backed away.
"You're crazy." I hoisted myself through my window and
flopped down on my bed. In the dimness, the Mexican
jumping bean entered through my window and lay shimmering on my bed. It must have been from Vinny's batch--all his
beans were still alive. Vinny appeared outside my window.
He wore a bathrobe his father had brought back on one of his
trips. Black with red satin on the lapels, it trailed past his
knees. He called it a smoking jacket.
"You got something to say to me?"
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"Maybe." Vinny ran a comb through his hair.
"Maybe I don't need to break your nose."
"Does that mean you'll stop telling everyone I sleep
with a nightlight?"
"Does that mean you' 11 stop making fun of my hair
and my pants?"
"I will," I said. "If you will."
"Deal." He held out his hand. "Give me back my
bean."
Vinny had his own television set. The moment he
walked into the house, his mother said, "Go watch t.v. and
get out of my hair." She didn't have much hair for him to get
into. She had a receding hairline, like men have. She read
books on how to make yourself happy, how to improve your
love life, how to interpret your dreams, and how to raise a
kind child in a cruel world. Wearing her bathrobe well into
the day, she looked sour-faced, as ifshe'djust bitten into a
lemon. I thanked the graces that I didn't have to live with
her. Mamalou was bothersome sometimes, making me wear
pink leotards to church on Easter Sunday, but when I got
home from school she was interested in what I learned that
day.
I took my place in front of the television set, and he
put on his smoking jacket and joined me. On the television
screen, Barnabas the vampire hid in the shadows. He sunk
his teeth into the jugular of a dark-haired woman. Vinny
wasn't watching. He stared at a poster of Cassius Clay
hanging over his bed. He called him Muhammad Ali. His
father gave him the poster, saying that staring into the
Champ's eyes would make him into a man.
The bedroom door opened. His mother's huge
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forehead was like the belly of a carp. "Brush your teeth."
There were a lot of things about the world that I
didn't understand and Vinny's mother was one of them. She
didn't care what shows he watched, she never made him
study or told him when to go to bed, and she paid him a
monthly allowance of five dollars even though he didn't do a
single chore around the house. Of all the things she could
have asked, the only thing I ever heard her say was: "Brush
your teeth."
Vinny waited until she was down the hall before he
left the room. When he returned, he scared me by bumping
his knee into my back. "Chicken." He flapped his arms.
"Chickie, chickie, chickie." When I got near enough to
punch him in the arm, I smelled the peppermint toothpaste on
his breath.
I snuck Vinny a square ofMamalou's unsweetened
baker's chocolate as we made rubberband guns in my yard.
A clothespin, taped to a two foot board, served as a trigger,
and held the rubberband in place. The rubberband grew taut
as I stretched it over the far end of the board. "You hide,
Rainy. And I'll kill you." His hair was slicked back and
parted in the middle. The part was dull white, like the
membrane that joins two halves of an orange.
I jumped out from behind a tree and pointed my gun
at him. I didn't pull the clothespin trigger, because we had a
rule against shooting each other at distances closer than five
feet. Any closer and the rubberband left a blister. "Put your
hands up and surrender." Vinny lifted his arms over his
head. Blue lines trailed across the fleshy part of his upper
arms. They looked like the veins Mamalou had on the back
of her legs. Similar blue lines were on the sides ofhis neck.
"Yin? How'd you do--"
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The door of his house slammed shut and his father
crossed the yard to us. He had Vinny's red hair, slicked
back just like Vinny's was, and he was wearing a black suit
and thin gray tie. The expression of not-seeing was in his
Vinny's eyes--his lids were open, but it was as if no light
passed into his pupils. "See you in a couple of weeks," his
father said.
As he drove off, the rubberband ofVinny's gun
whipped free, stinging my calf. I leaned over, holding my
leg. "Geez, Vinny, why'd you have to do that?"
His empty eyes met my own. "It was an accident."
I never actually said the words aloud--Did your
father do that and had he done it before?--but I thought it
was a shared understanding between the two of us, a kind of
blood bonding that would make us strong together. But
everyday Vinny found a new way of embarrassing me on the
playground. He told everybody I'd been the first to flunk out
of the spelling bee, he told everybody I didn't even know
who my father was.
When we walked home from school on library day,
we got into an argument about Cassius Clay. "His name is
Muhammad," Vinny insisted. "Muhammad Ali."
"Cassius Clay is his first name ever." I held the
library books to my front. "The other is just a religion
word."
Vinny stepped in front of me. His eyes looked hard
and cold, like polished green stones. "You're a fucking
idiot, and you're never going to amount to shit." He pointed
his finger at my face--a gesture I'd never seen him make.
"The world would be a better place if you'd never been
born." He drew his fist back and struck me in the eye.
When I opened my front door, Mamalou brought me
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an icepack. "I'm going to kill Vinny. I'm going to track him
down and break his face." Mamalou sat on the end of the
couch, glancing at me as she thumbed through my library
books. "He's the biggest chicken, hitting me when I had
books in my hands." My eye hurt bad, but not as bad as
Vinny would hurt when I was through with him. "It's not
right to hit someone when they got their arms full ofbooks."
"Have," Mamalou said. "Have their arms full of
books."
"If he needed to hit me, he should have waited until I
put the books down." I peered at her with my good eye.
"Don't you think so?"
"I think any kind ofhitting is bad," she replied.
"There isn't any right kind ofhitting."
That night my eye swelled up, making it hard to read.
Mamalou took her shoes off as she lay on top of my covers
and read aloud from my library book about Africa. She had
just put my nightlight in its socket and closed my door when
a Mexican jumping bean flew through my window and
rattled on the foot of my bed.
Standing outside my window, Vinny poked his head
into my room. "Evening, Rainy."
I snatched the jumping bean. "You gave me a black
eye. "
"I didn't hit you that hard."
"You did so." I went to the window and pointed at
my eye. "Black and blue."
The red lapels ofhis smoking jacket glimmered in
the darkness and his bare feet were white against the grass.
"Let's call it even," he said. "Your eye, my nose."
"I can't even hardly see your so-called bump. Let
me touch it." He leaned toward me, but pulled back when I
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reached for his nose. "I'm not going to hit you, Vinny." He
squinted his eyes as I set my finger on the bridge of his nose.
I felt a definite bump, hard and solid, sticking to the bone. "I
guess we can call it even."
"You can keep my jumping bean," he said.
When his fatherreturned from his road-trip, Vinny's
comb came out of his pocket again. Twenty times an hour
he'd slick back his hair. His father brought him a gift from a
pet store in Spokane. Chameleons, two of them. Vinny
filled the bottom of a fish bowl with sand for them to live in.
I was holding one of them in my hand when Vinny's
bedroom door opened and his father stepped inside the
room. It was Sunday morning and he was wearing the exact
kind of smoking jacket that Vinny had on. He said to Vinny,
"Have you tamed them yet?" His father grabbed a chameleon. It ran from him until he grabbed it by the tail. It
twisted in circles, clawing at the air, and then its tail began
to bend backward like a finger that was breaking. The
chameleon fell to the floor. The stump of its tail glowed like
a red penlight as it scrambled beneath the bed.
"They're still pretty wild," he said. "But they'll
come around." He dropped the tail on Vinny's lap. Vinny
winced. I wanted to join the chameleon under the bed as
Vinny's dad turned to me. His uncombed hair was an oily
red mass, flat on one side. "You like Vinny's new pets? You
take one ofthem home with you. Vinny doesn't need two of
them." He left the room.
"Hey, Vinny? I don't need to take one of your chameleons. They're yours."
He set his blank gaze on me. "Take it. He'll think I
talked you out of it if you don't."
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Mamalou had a soft heart for injured creatures. I
opened my palm and showed my chameleon to her. "Vinny's
dad tore its tail off," I said. "It was trying to get away and
he ripped its tail right off."
The chameleon peered at her with one eye, watching
me with the other. "It's a natural defense mechanism," she
said. "They drop their tails when they're caught. It'll grow
back." I wanted Mamalou to give me some money to buy a
fish bowl for my chameleon, but she said it'd be happier to
live in our hanging fern. "Like it's still in the wild," she
said.
When Vinny and I got home from school the next day,
his father's car wasn't in the driveway. I was thankful for
that, because I wasn't going into Vinny's house if his father
was there, which would have meant I would have missed
Dark Shadows. Holding his chameleon in his fist, Vinny sat
cross-legged on his bed. On the television screen, Barnabas
was sad because he was cursed with being a vampire who
had to live forever. "That'd be horrible, wouldn't it?" I
said. "Having to spend a million lifetimes sucking blood
even though you don't want to do it."
"Ifhe hates it that much all he needs to do is stick a
cross through his heart."
I was ready to argue in defense of Barnabas who had
no choice but to be a vampire, when I saw Vinny holding his
chameleon upside down by the tail. "What do you think
you're doing?" I reached for the chameleon' but Vinny
moved it away from me. "Let it go, you're going to hurt it."
"It doesn't feel," he replied. "No more than a blade
of grass feels when you step on it."
The chameleon swung back and forth like a pendulum. "You're going to break its tail off .... Vinny, please."
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He dropped the chameleon into my palm. "I can't believe
you'd do such a thing."
Vinny pointed at the television screen. Finger marks
were on his upper arms.
My chameleon's tail grewbackjust like Mamalou
said it would, a long green tress.
He expanded his territory, moving out of the fern.
We found him sunning himself on the curtain in the picture
window or resting on the windowsill. He rode on my
shoulder as I dried the dinner dishes. His dewlap hung
down like a double chin, but his body was thin. His ribs
were curved, like the shavings left behind when I'd clip my
toenails. "Do you think he's sick?" I asked Mamalou.
"Look how skinny he is." When Mamalou glanced at him,
he pivoted his left eye toward her, but kept his right eye
fastened on me. I would have liked to have his eyes, able to
watch two things at the same time.
Mamalou wiped her hands on her apron. "Let's
check out the encyclopedia," she said. "See what it says
about the feeding habits of chameleons." Mamalou had
bought our set ofBrittanica's from a door-to-door salesman
long before I was born. Muhammad Ali wasn't in them-Vinny checked. He said the encyclopedias were old fashioned.
I joined Mamalou on the couch as she raised her
magnifying glass above the chameleon entry. The words
looked huge and intimidating beneath the lens. "Says here
its name comes from the word khamai, which means on the
ground, and leon, which means lion."
"Does it say what to do if they won't eat?" The
mealy worms squirmed on the table when I put them in front
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ofhis nose. He'd blink at them, but his long tongue never
scooped one up.
"It says they're able to go for long periods without
food."
"How long?"
Mamalou closed the encyclopedia. "It doesn't say."
"I think we should force-feed him."
Mamalou brushed her index finger across the fragile
barrel of my chameleon's ribs. "He is a skinny fellow."
She went to the refrigerator where the mealy worms were
stored in a tupperware container. Capturing a worm, she
asked, "How are we going to do this?"
"I'll hold him still." I sat down at the kitchen table.
"You stick the worm in his mouth." When I gripped his
head between my thumb and index finger, he flipped his tail.
"Open his mouth, Mamalou." She pried the tip of
her fingernail between his jaws, but before she could stick
the mealy worm in his mouth, his jaws snapped shut. His
eyes were fighting mad, one of them bearing down on me,
the other on Mamalou.
"Let me tell you .... " Mamalou pushed her glasses
to the bridge of her nose. "I'm not enjoying this. "His
nostrils flared as she pried his jaws open. His jaws were
snapping shut when she managed to shove the mealy worm
inside. The end of the worm stuck out ofhis mouth like a
cigar, then his tongue whipped out and the worm disappeared. His stomach drug across the tabletop as he walked
away.
Within an hour, the skin around his eyes turned black.
I felt awful!' d held his head so tightly that I'd bruised him.
He looked like he wore a Lone Ranger mask.
Vinny's chameleon was chubby, probably because it
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didn't get much exercise. It spent most of its time inside the
fish bowl. Vinny took it out when we watched Dark Shadows, but he didn't allow it to roam the room. He kept it in
his fist. I glanced over my shoulder, checking to make sure
Vinny wasn't holding the chameleon upside down by the tail.
The poster ofMuhammad Ali was gone. The place where it
had been was a darker shade of blue than the rest of the
wall. "Where'd your poster go?"
Vinny's hair was in his eyes. "Dad took it." His
hair looked dry and brittle, like the strands would break if
you bent them.
I cut pictures out ofMamalou's back issues of
Readers Digest magazine, taped them to posterboard, and
made a collage for Vinny to hang on his wall. I finished it
late at night and went out my bedroom window. Vinny's
lights were on. I rested my chin on his windowsill and
peered into his room to make sure his mother wasn't standing in the doorway telling him to brush his teeth.
Vinny sat on his bed with his back to me. He played
with the new remote control car his father had brought home
on one of his trips. He raced it around the endtable,beneath
the bed. "Worthless piece of shit." The car crashed into the
wall again and again.
"Vin?" I said. "Hey, Vinny."
"Evening Rainy. See my car?"
The car had doors that opened. Inside, it had all the
luxuries that real cars have--seats, a steering wheel, a
plastic dashboard. "Aren't you worried you're going to
break it?"
"Nope."
The collage slipped from my fingers. Vinny's
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chameleon was inside the car. Its mouth was open and its
eyes were closed. "You killed it?"
Vinny slipped the comb into the pocket ofhis smokingjacket. "Wasn't no life for it anyway. It's better off
dead."
I ran across the yard and crawled through my window. The plastic tarp rustled as I got in bed. The nightlight
glowed weakly, not nearly strong enough to push back the
darkness. When I pulled the covers over my head, my breath
brushed against my face, warming me. But my legs wouldn't
stop shaking. I didn't care what they taught in Sunday school
about how wrong it was to judge others, how wrong it was
to hate. I hated Vinny's father. I hated his mother. And I
hated him.
He had been my first best friend. He killed his
chameleon before I gave him the collage to fill the empty
space on his wall.
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W. Loran Smith
Salve

For my wife, Susi
Make sure that every night he goes into his son's room
and listens to the boy rambling on about his day,
how the neighborhood children ignored him as he flew down
the drive and teetered at the edge of the road,
calling out, "Hey boy! Hey boy! Wanna play with me?"
And how, ifhe could, he'd transform himself into a dragon
and breathe mouthfuls of fire down their bad boy heads.
Remind your man how close this is to the testament of his
own youth.
Then, after he has kissed and rubbed his son goodnight,
show him the rooms where his mother and father died,
point to the mattresses still in the groan and shape of them
so he'll see the shadow ofhis own death is only growing
longer.
Then run your fingers over the scars on his forehead.
Ask why he thought the blue police lights and shattered glass
were some heavenly blindness and, speaking ofblindness,
take him into the darkness of your bed where he is happy as
a clam.
Put his belly against your back, let his eyes explode in their
sockets
as you contract and catch his sins in your deep forgiving
thighs.
And while he is floating, tell him about the market vendors
in Alexandria, how they blind their songbirds to make them
smg
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forever of the frond and orchid heat of their cellular births.
Tell him he can pick out his own needle from the sewing box
and, if he chooses, heat it himself on the pink stove's burner.
Let him call out one last time for the berry brown girls
and laurels he thinks he should wear. Call him your macaw,
your sea-hued lovebird as you pin his head against the floor,
touch the white hot needle against the dot of retinas.
Then take him by the hand and lead him through every
chamber
of your gentle heart until he knows this is all he'll ever have.
Salve the blistered crust and change his bandages twice a
day,
and before you know it, you '11 walk into that room with the
sunlight
on his face, and he'll cock his head as you pass between the
light
and break into about the sweetest aria you've ever heard.
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A Solid White Wish
In his sickness, the minor poet draws odd conclusions.
He is sure now that the owl in the sugar maple
with half-lidded eyes scanning the lawn at dusk
portends something of his own pitiful life.
That he is like the chipmunk skittering away
from the bird feeder, his jowls fat with greed.
He uses weak, nervous rabbits as metaphors.
Thinks we all are laid low in a whirl of grass,
the shadow mark oftalons outlined on our backs.
He lets the smallest words strangle him.
Wishes for fame and insanity to prove his genius.
But even that is more difficult than imagined.
For the river had not brought much culture to his town.
All the hospitals there are a shabby fifties modem.
Great angles and slabs of concrete and patients
in robes and dirty slippers who look right through you.
Even a minor poet deserves more than that.
He wants a white asylum nestled in the mountains
and white, sun-crisp sheets on his bed.
He wants three velvet-lipped irises on the table
where he can sit and read all day, shielding
the sun from his eyes with a panama brim.
He wants to look up and see his family running
past the sculpted shrubs and English gardens.
Past the solid granite plinths of columns rising up
to worship health. He wants his little girl to always
be ahead ofthe others. A basket of fruit swinging
in her hand and her bonnet flying off in the breeze
Because she still believes in kisses and hugs,
and prays each night for him to be coming home.
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He tells his wife all of this, clenching a cigarette
in his teeth as he stands at the kitchen door.
He tells her that his feet keep slipping on the carpet,
like the sod around a grave. That he is sure gangrene
is taking his Rimbaud leg. He tells her that he sees the ghost
of his father; the silver Cutlass, like the Flying Dutchman,
circling and circling the same road near the end.
He says he heard the stereo blaring Goodman's big band,
the paper cones of the speakers exploding confetti
down on his head. He says, "Darling, I am the old calico
you stopped to help. I leap and shudder under all the tires.
My spine is a wet, dark spot on the road out of here.
And when the eclipsed moon draws us to bed tonight,
remember that the valley we spend our married tongues
to find is only a blue mist that burns off with sleep.
Remember that I am a minor poet, and need the moon
in almost every line, and have to suffer all its gravity and
will."
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Will
The more I know about this winding road
where the hearses purr up to our family plot,
how the moss-eaten concrete lambs nibble at our cuffs
and the stone black swan cries on the lake at night,
the more I think about this other spot.
This sharp curve in our open vein of river,
where once a month or so, the currents
and tides conspire and in comes this balloon
of missing person, sailing on a bleach bottle
driftwood wake of mile long coal barges.
Runaway daughters, derelict gunshot victims.
No wallet kind of souls that bob there
and scrape against the broken mussel shells.
I'm thinking this is how I want to go, honey.
Floating under the old L&N bridge, rust raining down,
ghost trains flying past five minutes beyond the future.
The last scarecrow in America, drunk as a hoot owl
and waving its crazy com silk hands.
No velvet pillow or pinstriped grays for me.
Just headed into shore with Barry White crooning
on a boom box, Just take off that brassiere, my dear.
And the fishermen moving their leathery hands
a little closer to their knives, jerking their dough ball lines,
reeling them in way too fast to catch a thing.
Don't worry, sweetheart, I want you there, too.
Your old lady eyebrows penciled in with grief,
blue glass beads turning in your spotted hands.
Every day we had, a lump between your heart and throat.
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Your face covered with that lacy shroud you wrapped
around my little furies and made all the burning stop.
Just don't let me rot with that other bunch of fools.
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Jordan Green
Race in the South: Reconciling Black and White
Histories Through Country Music
Country music, as the folk body ofblue collar, white
experience and a common text for that segment of society,
especially in the South, is a vehicle for understanding
racism. In any discussion of racism, it is important to
consider the South because it was in the South that slavery
flourished, that the most brutal strains of racism have surfaced. Although racism is certainly an American phenomenon not limited to the South, it is a particularly emotional
subject in the South due to the history of slavery and the
humility of defeat in the aftermath of the Civil War.
What I'm most interested in here is understanding
how the racist culture of the South affects relationships
between lower-income whites and blacks, to what extent
racism has been overcome in understanding of common class
interest, and how white and black experiences, historically,
cross over and diverge.
I would like to suggest that modem country music
emerged with the first recordings of the 1920's, with the
establishment ofWSM's Grand Ole Opry, and to a lesser
extent the National Bam Dance in Chicago, and the Louisiana Hayride in Shreveport through the late 1940's-high
wattage stations with the capacity to broadcast across large
regions of the United States which necessitated intensive
marketing strategies.
Hank Williams and Lefty Frizell, I believe, are the
prototypes of the country music performer for at the point of
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their emergence, all the essentials of the music had been put
down. The basic combination of steel guitar, lead, bass,
crack rhythm, and expressive heartache vocals needed to
carry over the noise of the honky tonks and the nation's
airwaves, particularly in the South, were set. There's only a
little truth in the assertion that country music is rooted in the
Scotch/Irish-derived ballads ofthe Appalachian Mountains.
Bill Monroe can be credited as taking that tradition and
popularizing it as bluegrass, a style with limited appeal to
the majority of southern audiences.
The music that was coming out of the Grand Ole
Opry in 1950 reflected much of the diversity of the South
and Southwest, from black string band music to the Delta
blues, to corrido music of northern Mexico, to Hawaiian
steel guitar, to gospel, to jazz-inflected western swing, and
to some extent, Appalachian folk music, all succinctly
wrapped up in a two and a half minute heartache song. In the
years before the advent of recording technology, country
blues played an integral part in the development of eastern
hillbilly music. The bass hammering technique used by the
Carter Family is an obvious example of white appropriation
ofAfrican-American rhythm, not to mention that many of the
songs were African-American spirituals, "The Fire Next
Time" an obvious example. "Goin' Down This Road Feelin'
Bad" is a song with black origins that was in both black and
white repertoires, surfacing in Appalachia in the 1920's and
1930's, and later gaining popularity with dust bowl refugees
from Oklahoma. The subject matter of early country music is
indisputably relevant to the experiences of the disenfranchised poor in the South, both black and white. Jimmie
Rodgers took the essentials of the blues, and projected a
bad-ass, hardcore image of dispossession. "Ramblin" is the
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phrase that sums up all the loneliness, freedom, and insecurity of the economic search for a better life and the uprooting forces at work in the South. Rodgers built up a
repertoire of train songs based on the African-American
occupation of the locomotive brakeman. The train was an
image well suited for both blacks and whites in the South
because it summed up the essence of modernization that rural
people were forced to come to terms with. In the train were
bound up the contradictory feelings ofloss of place and
belonging, and escape from destitute poverty. Given that
southern blacks suffered more adverse circumstances than
even the poorest white tenant farmer because of the predominance of white power, they certainly experienced and
came to grips with displacement first. Theirs was the first
mass migration out of the South. Later, dispossessed whites
could look to the African-American body of folk culture for
an understanding of their own predicament.
Looking at folk music before recording technology, it
is likely that American music was not broken down into such
strict categories as it is today. Performers who circulated
through more localized areas of the country were likely to
come up through a community tradition of playing and to
borrow freely from other performers they encountered in the
wider world. The amount of cultural borrowing between
whites and blacks and the blurring of distinction between
styles suggests that black and whites in the South in the preSecond World War years shared many of the same experiences and outlooks, although the predominance of white
supremacy in all levels of society is indisputable.
We get a good feel for the lives of white sharecroppers in 1930's Georgia through Harry Crews, a southern
novelist. Crews attests that whites and blacks in the lower
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ranks of the agrarian economy shared work and watched
each other's children, that their cultures were, in fact,
inextricably bound. About the black sharecropping family of
his best childhood friend, he says, "Whatever I am, they had
a large part in making." However, no matter how closelyknit white and black sharecropping communities were, race
relationships were absolutely affected by white supremacy.
Crews writes about a hardworking black man with good
land and a nice house, who was respected in his community
of Bacon County, Georgia. He recounts how his mother
corrected him in his referencing of people of color: "You
don't say 'mister' when you speak of a nigger. You don't say
'Mr. Jones'; you say 'nigger Jones.'" This is indicative of
lower-income whites adherence to a code of rigid racial
stratification no matter what personal basis they relate to
people of color through. It is essentially true even today that
poor whites stubbornly hold on to the notion that even the
worst economic circumstances are better than being black.
Conversely, impoverished whites often are most contemptuous of people of color who have achieved some social
status.
Another explanation for the incredible cross-pollination ofAmerican music before the Second World War is the
lack of sophisticated marketing, which demanded racially
specific labels (i.e. blues for blacks, country for whites), so
that borrowing musical ideas across styles did not cause
such a furor as it later would in the 1950's with the birth of
rock and roll.
By pointing out the rich cultural make-up of early
country music I do not wish to idealize the racial climate that
nurtured it, or the messages of the music itself. In some of the
earliest recordings of country music, there is blatant racism.
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Fiddlin' John Carson, the first country recording artist, was
an active member of the Ku Klux Klan. His song, "Ballad of
Mary Phagan" was an anti-Semitic diatribe that probably
contributed to the lynching ofMary Phagan's alleged murderer. Another song, "There Ain't No Bugs In Me," was a
response to the debate about evolution raging across the
South. Essential to the debate was the understanding that in
acknowledging evolution, southern whites would also have
to accept blacks on equal terms. Carson's crude humor is a
reflection on this racist fear: "There may be a monkey in
some of you guys, but there ain't no monkey in me." Song
titles that reinforce racist stereotypes such as, "The
Henhouse Is Always Locked" and "Nigger Be A Nigger" tell
us all we need to know. "Run, Nigger, Run" sounds incredibly brutal, but it was actually not anti-black. The narrative
of the story urged an escaped slave to keep ahead of a lynch
mob. Most of this material comes from the tradition oflate
nineteenth century comedy minstrel shows in which performers dressed in black face. Music historian Bill Randle has
noted 150 references to "nigger" and other demeaning terms
used to describe people of color in early country recordings
issued by the Columbia and Okeh labels. In the years from
1922 to 1927, he has documented 134 songs by southern
writers favorable to the Ku Klux Klan. Indeed this time
frame coincides with an era that saw the height of Klan
activity, a time when the Klan was endorsed by state houses
across the South.
Recordings of what was considered "coon material"
declined in the 1930's with the exception ofBilly Cox's
"Nigger Loves a Watermelon" and the Monroe Brothers'
version of"Watermelon Hanging On That Vine." In the
1940's racist material became dominated by anti-Oriental
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sentiment as a function of support for the war effort. The
story of the Japanese war cry of"Death to Roy Acuff1" is
fairly well known, if not entirely substantiated. However,
antagonizing the national enemy was common in all areas of
popular music.
Even given the contributions of African-Americans
and Latinos to country music, it is not hard to understand
why modem country music has come to be identified as the
music of the rural, white South. Its racism, however subtle,
prevented it from having universal appeal. The Grand Ole
Opry, with the two exceptions of DeFord Bailey and Charlie
Pride, has had an all-white cast. Its studio audience has been
virtually lily white. There was no effort early on in the
Grand Ole Opry to limit the marketing of country music to
white audiences. In fact, since the Opry and WSM were
owned by National Life Insurance, a large portion of whose
clients were lower-income blacks, there was good reason
for a marketing strategy that crossed over racial lines.
DeFord Bailey, an early star of the Opry, remembers the
director of the program, George Hay, signing off over the air,
saying "colored people could come" be a part of the studio
audience, a rare thing in an era when even entertainment was
strictly segregated. Hay at one time told Bailey that "half of
National Life's money comes from colored people" and
credited Bailey for helping to make a lot of those sales. Of
course, even if the Grand Ole Opry was actively seeking
black listeners, they weren't going to risk alienating their
white audience with music identified in the public's mind as
"black." Although DeFord Bailey was a major star on the
Opry, his race was never mentioned over the air, and many
white listeners probably never suspected that he wasn't
white. This was certainly not accidental. Hay told Bailey he
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was afraid "they'd blow us out" if his race was publicized.
His fears turned out to be unfounded though. Remarkably,
Bailey toured throughout the South with the Opry cast, and
although he experienced hardship because ofhis race, he
never encountered hostility from white audiences.
The career of DeFord Bailey bears more scrutiny.
He was the first performer to play on the Grand Ole Opry,
and even inspired the naming of the program: one of his train
imitation pieces gave George Hay the idea to push an earthy,
"real" image in contrast to the classical opera programming
the station picked up from Chicago. Bailey's harmonica
playing was "the grand ole opry." He also took part in the
first Nashville recording session. He was an Opry star for
fifteen years. He helped Roy Acuff, who was later given the
title of "Father of Country Music," get his start, as well as
boosting bluegrass great Bill Monroe. There is no question
but that Bailey had a crucial role in the development of
modem country music. What is even more remarkable is that
in the segregated, racist South of the 1930's, Bailey was
universally accepted by white audiences. Unlike Charlie
Pride, a black country star who emerged some 40 years
later, Bailey wasn't trying to find acceptance playing what
was considered "white music"; he was getting attention for
his music.
Given that, it's hard to understand why Bailey was
dropped from WSM in 1941 at the height of his success.
Five years later, his boss, George Hay, would explain his
firing in typically patronizing terms in his book, A Story of
the Grand Ole Opry:
That brings us to DeFord Bailey, a little
crippled colored boy who was a bright
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feature on our show for about fifteen years.
Like some members of his race and other
races, DeFord was lazy. He knew about a
dozen numbers, which he put on the air and
recorded for a major company, but he refused
to learn any more, even though his reward
was great. He was our mascot and is still
loved by the entire company.
This directly contradicts the fact that several times
Bailey was discouraged from expanding his repertoire. He
actually had a good chunk of American folk tradition in his
grasp, but he was forced to limit his performances for WSM
to a handful of songs.
Part of the truth is that Bailey got caught in the
crossfire of a copyright war between radio broadcasters and
the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP). Fair enough. Why then was Bailey not given
his job back two months later when WSM came to terms
with ASCAP? It's true that there were changes afoot in
country music. Later in the 1940's Eddy Arnold and others
would bring in smoother pop strains and the Grand Ole Opry
would attempt to broaden its audience by playing down the
hillbilly image. Likewise, Ernest Tubb would usher in the
honky tank age with his recording of"I Walk the Floor Over
You." Both trends had the same effect of making Bailey's
traditional music out-dated. Still in 1941, the Grand Ole
Opry had actually retrenched to a traditional style of
grassroots music, so it doesn't make sense that WSM would
want to fire one of its biggest stars. The overwhelming
conclusion one must come to is that racism was the overriding factor in Bailey's firing. At the time, the station was
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negotiating a network contract with NBC. Since the sound of
country music would be broadcasted nation-wide, the
programming would have to take on a new degree of professional consideration. Ten years earlier, WSM had courted
black audiences, but country's mass appeal was with southem whites. The new sound would have to shore up this
audience and a black performer on the cast or any notion of
blackness had the possibility of undermining the sense of
racial solidarity amongst poor, southern whites which the
massification of the music played into. It is doubtful that Hay
and others in the country music business could have foreseen
the enormous changes the Civil Rights movement would
bring in the coming years, but it is sad that Bailey was
pushed out at just such a time when some African-American
visibility in country might have brought about some healing.
There are other reasons for the strict racial delineation of popular music in the early 1950's besides the racism
of the music industry. Country music-black roots or noarticulated the richness of the South, what was valuable in
its traditions and sensibilities, what it meant to survive
through the adverse conditions of making a living. Implicit in
its naming is the fact that it is a rural music. This resonated
with dispossessed whites, especially those forced to move
west or north by economic forces, people who sought
greater connection with their roots and the small, closed
communities which sustained survival. Blacks, on the other
hand, were fleeing abominable working conditions and the
brutality of de facto American apartheid with little sentimentality towards old traditions. Blues and its slicker, more
commercial counterpart, rhythm and blues, were much more
appropriate for adapting to African-Americans' increasingly
urban experiences. Aside from that, the blues was purely
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theirs, a straightforward vehicle of expression, in contrast to
the contradictory attitudes of country music.
"Country and western" was a term coined by Paul
Ackerman in the early 1950's to replace the pejorative term
"hillbilly." This came out of the music industry's recognition
that the music would have to appeal to a broader audience
than the traditional "home folks." It was an acknowledgment
that southerners were on the move. In the 1930's, the Dust
Bowl and the Great Depression had forced farm people from
the mid-South area ofTexas-Arkansas-Oklahoma off the
land to seek employment in the fruit fields and war industries of California. This pattern of displacement would
continue with southerners migrating to the northern industrial
centers ofBaltimore, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cincinnati, and
Chicago in search of higher wages, as well as the rapid
industrialization of the South. Elvis Presley was only one
generation removed from the land, his parents Mississippi
sharecroppers. Rock and roll, a detour from the tradition of
country music that would change everything, was nothing if
not a reaction to mechanization, to exotic urban rhythms
jolting a white, agrarian culture to movement.
The "country" part of the equation reminded listeners
of the solid traditions of the farm, of the home place, a place
the newly urban migrants could look back to with nostalgia.
It referred to the church, a place you returned to from all
your helling and honkytonking, from the temptation ofthe
bottle and loose loving to find redemption and salvation.
"Western" connoted a different, equally important
tradition in the music, that of the cowboy, independent and
rough, restless and loathe to settle down. It was a notion of
"freedom and frontier," but it was outdated by the time of the
First World War. There were very few country stars who
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came by the image honestly, but it seemed somehow appropriate to the movement and displacement experienced by
country people after the Great Depression. So "country and
western," or "folk and western" as Hank Williams termed it,
gave the music and identity that spoke to its contradictions
and opened it up to new currents--the whole broad expanse
ofthe South and West, rumbling out Route 66 to the boom
and modernity of California.
Elvis Presley and African-American rockers like
Chuck Berry and Little Richard would temporarily mend the
split between black and white music, but only for a brief
time. Rock and roll, the most volatile creation ofthe South's
energies, would prove to be mostly relevant as a vehicle for
middle class youth to transcend the conventions and limitations of mainstream society. It is notable that throughout the
1960's, rock and roll's popularity in the South was almost
negligible and only in the early 1970's with the emergence
of the Allman Brothers and Linyrd Skinyrd would it reassert itself.
The lack of blatantly racist songs in the 1950's
probably can be explained by the emergence of rock and
roll. The Nashville country music industry was caught off
guard and not prepared to react to the huge changes taking
place, so this most likely prevented them from promoting
material that could potentially alienate new audiences.
However, more overt racial attitudes emerged again
in the 1960's to promote the political campaigns of southern
segregationists, George Wallace, Lester Maddox, and
Orville Faubus. These songs were lightened attempts to
downplay the hatred white southerners were accused of
harboring. Another approach of country music in the 1960's
was to uphold conservatism while attempting to distance
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itself from racism. Bill Anderson's "Where Have All Our
Heroes Gone?'' confronts draft dodgers, tax resisters, and
riot agitators, but cites as heroes Jesse Owens, President
Kennedy, and Martin Luther King. The song caused such an
uproar in the South that the more progressive references in
the song were regularly bleeped out by southern radio
stations.
The truth is that after the initial outburst of rock and
roll in the mid 1950's, American music became more racially polarized than ever. Increasing need for a strong
African identity from the Civil Rights movement through the
emergence of Black Power necessitated more militant
strains of urban rhythm and blues, and the eventual arrival of
funk and rap. The blue collar whites who made up the bulk
of country music's audience affected in country a new
reactionary conservatism. Country's audience in the wake of
Elvis was on the whole more affluent than it had been
before, but completely bewildered by the rapid social
changes in sexual and racial relations. Merle Haggard's
"Are the Good Times Really Over" speaks volumes for
white attitudes: "I wish a man could still work and still
would; I wish a woman could still cook and still would."
Racial resentment is less articulated, but a question like, "Is
the best of the free life behind us now?" shows a support for
and preoccupation with white political power and a failure
to understand that the "free life" is exactly what is being
sought by groups who haven't had it in the past. Such conservatism carried over to a broad American patriotism and
resentment of change. Another Merle Haggard song, "Okie
From Muskogee," spoke for the country music establishment
and much of its audience in its proud declarations of"we
don't bum our draft cards down on Main St." and "we still
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wave Old Glory down at the courthouse." Of course, Merle
Haggard comes from the western sunbelt, so he's not technically a southerner, but his songs represent attitudes widespread in the South and throughout country audiences.
Country music contains little of the condescension
that typified the Old South. Rather, the music demeans
people of color by its omission of their experiences. Much
ofthis reflects a lessening of common experience between
whites and blacks. The migrations out of the South have
severed the old intimacy of racial paternalism. The relative
upward mobility of poor whites in contrast to the entrenched
poverty experienced by African-Americans has had a
similar effect. The effect is that blue collar whites distrust
people of color because they don't encounter them as decent
human engaged in the same struggle to survive as they are.
They might perceive people of color as agents of change,
part of the threat to the status quo of their conservatism.
More likely, blue collar whites apprehend people of color
mainly through media images of gang violence and drugs
aside from limited work relationships. In "No Time to Cry,"
Merle Haggard sings about watching the evening news and
wondering what's gone wrong with the world.
Rarely does country music honestly or directly
address the experiences of African-Americans or even what
it is for blue collar whites to live side-by-side with AfricanAmericans. Although I have noted the lessening of crosscultural cohabitation between whites and blacks, it is still
striking that country music denies any kind of racial encounter. This reflects the desire to forget the more shameful
aspects past. Again, I must cite Merle Haggard because of
his uncharacteristically straightforward and frank approach
amongst country songwriters. His song, "Irma Jackson," is a
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rare account of an inter-racial love affair. Such provocative
lyrics as, "There's no way the world will understand that
love is color-blind," and, "We grew up too fast in a world
that draws the line," prompted the Country Music Association to ban its broadcast. The CMA's deep racial phobia
also led to concern that Loretta Lynn might offend country
audiences by showing physical affection in her role as
presenter when Charlie Pride won the Country Artist of the
Year award in the early 1970's.
For African-Americans, there is undeniable bigotry
Hank
Williams, Jr.'s "If the South Would've Won (We'd
in
Have It Made)'' since a Confederate victory would have
certainly meant the continuation of slavery. Williams may
only be expressing pride in the agrarian traditions and
sensibilities of the South, but he makes no effort to acknowledge the history and prospects for African-Americans so
once again, country music is guilty of racism by its omission.
Between whites and blacks in the South today, there is little
agreement on such sentiments, evidence that racism and
slavery itselfhave not been sufficiently confronted. The
Confederate flag brings up similar conflict. Many whites see
it exclusively as a symbol of regional pride and insist that it
has no connection to racism. They explain pride in the South
in terms of states rights and southern values of hospitality
and graciousness, or even as simply as, "I thought since I
was born in the South, it was okay for me to wear the flag."
To blacks, the Confederate flag is an undeniable symbol of
racism and shame. It is inextricably bound up with the
oppression of slavery.
Bobby Braddock's "I Believe the South Is Gonna
Rise Again (And Not the Way We Thought It Would Back
Then)," sung by Tanya Tucker, makes a half-hearted attempt
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to come to terms with the South's racist history by saying,
"Forget the bad and keep the good." The song is an optimistic vision of the future South, of"sons and daughters of
sharecroppers drinking Scotch and making business deals."
"Forget the bad" almost acknowledges the brutality of white
supremacy, but it doesn't propose a place for AfricanAmericans in the New South. Worse, it treats AfricanAmericans as incidental, not the heart of the story. Such
gross negligence is reflected in surveys of southern whites
which convey feelings that racism has been overcome with
desegregation, that blacks have just as much of a chance to
"make it" now as whites.
Most country music reflects pride in working class
identity, and only by association pride in white heritage.
"Redneck" and "good ole boy" are terms without clear
definition which generally suggest a simplistic outlook and
reactionary politics. Charlie Daniels claims, "What most
people call a redneck ain't nothing by a working man." This
is generally agreed across class lines. There is more elaboration ofthis in the song, "(What the World Needs Is) A
Few More Rednecks": "I keep a Bible on my table and flag
out on my lawn/ Now I love them Rambo movies-I think they
make a lot of sense." This is probably extreme even for most
Southern whites, but it speaks to the religiosity and patriotism of most of the region. We could sum up working class
pride, distrust of intellectuals, religious faith, and patriotism
as facets of conservatism, but the term "redneck" undoubtedly connotes whiteness as well. It's a term that excludes
people of color and their contributions and participation in
society. When Charlie Daniels sings, "Some good people up
front to take the lead! And a few more rednecks is what we
need," he's essentially calling for a return to white su-
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premacy in the halls of political power.
Garth Brooks is almost entirely alone among current
country music stars in attempting to bring African-American
experiences into the body of reference of blue collar culture.
His music videos periodically flash images of Martin Luther
King Jr. through a pastiche of other working class images
that are meant to give a sense of unity and newness of spirit.
In the person of Martin Luther King Jr. we have the most
familiar image of the Civil Rights movement, so essentially
Brooks is making an assertion that vast changes have taken
place in the South and it's time to move forward with a more
inclusive vision. This is similar to the optimistic vision of
the "I Believe the South Will Rise Again," but broader in
context.
Various fringe country artists, such as Lucinda
Williams, Steve Earle, and Michelle Shocked, have made
forays into the blues, demonstrating a sense of solidarity and
commonality with people of color. However, as performers
largely unexposed to most country audiences, their work
cannot be considered representational of southern white
attitudes. Merle Haggard's "White Man Singing the Blues"
suggests a similar kind of empathy and association, and is
probably a better indicator of popular attitudes.
The complete Jack of racially directed material in the
1980's and 1990's suggests that hardheaded statements of
pride have been toned down. Popular performers like Travis
Tritt and Garth Brooks still express pride in working traditions and distinct class awareness. In "Blue Collar Man,"
Tritt sings, "I don't like hangin' out with a high dollar
crowd/ I ain't no socialite, I'm a little too loud." Brooks
similarly boasts, "I've got friends in low places," but
volatile terms such as "redneck" and "good ole boy" are in
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less use, so that whiteness is less of an issue. This is the
result of country's growing commercialism as well as the
declining acceptance of racist bigotry. It may also reflect the
changing attitudes of country performers and their audiences.
Certainly racial stratification and racist attitudes
continue with lower-income whites in the South, and even
are resurging with the migration of Mexican farm workers to
all areas of the region, even if those attitudes are rarely
reflected anymore in popular country music. Country music's
failure to acknowledge the brutality of white supremacy and
omission of African-American experience continues with
little change. The commercial country music coming out of
Nashville fails even to address the hard times brought by the
current economic downturn, and is even less apt to approach
a subject with such loaded emotional issues as race relations. Whites and blacks in the modern South have lived and
worked together in various degrees of cooperation, sometimes sharing cultures in dramatic ways, but country music
has had little to say realistically about this relationship
despite a few genuine attempts to address it.
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Jacqueline Lyons
I Am Mising Your Voice
I have no words to say but what I want to say is I am still
doing well at school ...you shouldfirgive me because I
didn 't write to you the last two months because we had the
funeral for my uncle-Thank You!! It is winter now here at
Holy Cross. I am missing you very much, I don ~ know
where I will see you again. All from your loving student,
Taka Mahlatsi
The black wall behind my coal stove
on which students have chalked their messages.
My floor littered with scraps of white paper
on which they have written down their names and addresses
pressed them under the crack of my front door.

I received my presents which came from the USA. Just
make a picture of me when I am using the toothbrush ... I
think now you are getting new friends, pass my greetings to
them. Your daughter, Retsepile Rabele
Today the earth
smelled like first rain of the rainy season
like that day half the class was late
because of flooded gullies they said.
I walked to the far village ofHa Phatlalla
wandered through a maze
of gullies cut by wind and rain
so steep I could not have climbed out of them.
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I don't know where
I will see you again
far apart as we are
I will see you
again
I don't know
where
After the accident in South Africa's
Val Riefmine No.7
at which 63 of the 100 killed were Basotho
another teacher said It's very interesting
to ask your students how many have fathers
working in one of the Val Riefmines
and watch all the hands go up.
can you 1magme
I want to say
that is life
but what I want to say is
how to explain myself
I have no words
I don't want you to feel
sad

... and catastrophe claimed a dwelling place. Winds and
rain 'melted' the walls. No one was injured seriously, I
understand, though dust and some flying mud must have
smacked their faces and cooking pots. Remember Ntate
Falatsa has been in hospital some 7 months, so Limakatso
is now father and mother for herself and the small
ones ... --Moses
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He and his children lined up in front of their house
sticks poking through the mud walls like ribs
the children's hair going light at the tips
piece of silver metal roof cutting into sky
such a beautiful blue.
to show you
that we are still alive
to tell you
nothing has changed
we are still here
to tell you nothing
alive to tell you
nothing has
changed

I came back to Lesotho on January 81h '97 after a tiring
and tearful journey. On arrival home I found a friend of
mine very sick ... hospitalized three days already ... died on
]st ofJanuary. Can you imagine! Well that is
life ... Greetings to all ... God bless you, Moses
... Ntate Raselamane died of natural causes, your student
in Form D Lemponeng Makoa died after being hit by an
unidentified flying object-this side we call them taxisAnd other miscellaneous deaths, the mothers and fathers of
our pupils, and the father of one teacher, sorry, who you do
not know and who now occupies your house ... Moses
This coffee tastes almost as good
as the coffee I drank with my neighbors
that day I cam back after the coup
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less fighting than expected
hardly anyone died.
We sat in front of my house happy
to be there
sun pressing down the dust
pressing and saving me
there.
I have no words
just make a picture
of me
understand
no words
their faces
I have no
picture
just make
no words
their faces
of me
A photo ofRetsepile that day
she came to help me gather firewood
and wild vegetables - wearing my coat
and smiling as she holds up a clump of greens.

Uno fumane lengolo? Me' I am writing this letter to show
you that we are still alive ... Maybe next year I will never
go to school ... My father is too old as you know, for working at the mines ... All from your loving son, Teboho Setumo
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nothing has changed
life is the same
there's no water
it's colder than last year
Sorry I didn't answer your letter because I am in hospital at
Sebokeng, R.S.A .. .I am glad to receive your money ... When
I came back home I found the house had fallen down ... Ke
leboholo ka thuso ea hao ... Sincerely, Ntate Andrew Falatsa

Let me take this opportunity to thank you for being such a
good friend who remembers the good old times and
friends .. for being there for us, far apart as we may seem
to be ... Retsepile also passed her exams but has not yet
reported to school. I haven 't seen her for a long time
now ... more in the next one ... ! love you very much and miss
you, Elizabeth Amoti
better to stop here
far apart as we
still are
nothing has changed
here
for a long time
now
it is colder
better
to stop
here

I don~ know how to explain myself I just want to say keep
loving me. My life is the same as last year nothing
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changes. Its better to stop here. I don 1 want you to feel
sad. From your daughter, Retsepile
how to explain myself
I don't want you to feel sad
we are still here
I don't know where I will see you
forgive me
I have no words

And remember that I am still missing you very much, and I
am also missing your voice. Maybe I will visit to see if
you are Me' Jacque or you are another Me' Jacque ...And
your dog is also missing you .. .! can see it on his face. All
from your loving student, Toka Mahlatsi

thank you
sorry I didn't answer
to thank you
to show you
to tell you
please remember
apart as we may seem
let me tell you
thank you
please
answer
remember
Me' Jacque, my plans were to go to the University, but
unfortunately the Teaching Service Department people lost
my form ... ! have decided to try again next year. This
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means I am still at Holy Cross. It is colder than last year,
and there is no water at the moment ... We want to share the
good tidings with you about our first born ... His name is
Tumelo ("Faith'') ... Seitleko and Matumelo Lipholo
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Jean Genet
My Dear Friend
I have received your letter, and your enthusiasm for
me, so kindly expressed, inclines me to make use of it.
I would like to sell the manuscript of Our Lady of
the Flower and after that Pompes Funesbres. Do you know
any rich Americans capable oflaying some dollars on me (a
reasonable deal)? If you could do something along these
lines, you would be rendering me a great service because I
have no money. Despite my being "in the know" I can't lay
my hands on anything. If you could, if you are able to offer
me something, it would be useful, let me know. Tell me
should I send the 2 manuscripts? Or perhaps you fear we
can't make a good deal? But set your mind at rest. If you
refuse, you will no doubt know it, but not one bit of our
friendship will suffer.
Your letters have touched me a good deal but I admit
that from time to time they make me smile because of your
enthusiasm, because you are nearly drunk when you speak of
me. Sometimes I fear you speak- forgive me- as ifl were
God, or a hero, or a woman-No, that ain't me! I am seldom flattered, taken in, because as is most often the case,
here, I am mistreated.
Why don't you try to translate those of my books
which please you most? I wouldn't think it impossible to
find an editor. I have a great regard for Frenchtone but I
don't know about translating all my work. It's for you to see
about. But I would be happy.
Bowery. It is a lovely word. Is it nice where you
live? Myself, I'm going, in a few days to live in the word
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"Azay-le-rideau," near Tours. You can write me care of
Sartre. He is going to Holland. He will be meeting with
some Soviet writers. There are a lot of Americans in Paris.
They sure are handsome, but interchangeable. When they go
to Pi galle the whole boulevard moves I rhythm with their
asses. The boulevard trembles. It's pretty but its charm
quickly needs retouching. At this moment its spring time.
Write me right away. Come to Paris. I write you in
friendship.
Jean Genet
care of Sartre

compiled by Dan Pope and translated by Dan Stone
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Allen Ginsberg
Thirteen Steps For Revising
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Conception
Composition
Review it through several people's eyes
Review it with eye to idiomatic speech
Review it with eye to the condensation of syntax (blue
pencil & transpose)
5A) Check out all articles & prepositions: are they necesary
and functional?
6) Review it for abstraction and substitute particular facts
for reference (for example: "walking down the avenues"
to "walking down 2nd avenue)
7) Date the composition
8) Take a phrase from it and make up a title that's unique
or curious or interesting sounding but realistic
9) Put quotations around speeches or referential slang "so
to speak" phrases
10) Review it for weak spots you really don't like, but just
left there for inertial reasons.
11) Check for active versus inactive verbs (for example:
"after the subway ride" instead of "after we rode the
subway")
12) Chop it up in lines according to breath phrasing/ ideas
or units of thought within one breath, if any
13) Rewrite
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Charlie Coddington

Allen Ginsberg ( 1926-1997)
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Robert Peters' bioseptography: sunday- post-w.w. 2 pre-korea
stillbirth tragedy, monday- parochial school thumb screw
crucifiction, tuesday- secondary miseducation beyond intelligence,
wednesday- a back not a mind is a terrible thing to waste,
thursday- imaginary personality disintegration, friday- hobohemian
tear fest, saturday- unable to hold working end ofpushbroom no
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Andy Warhol

Ultra Violet
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